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Young Wild West Gunning For Gold
OR, OU1WITTING THE MINE PLOTIERS
By AN OLD SCtJUT
CHAPTER 1.-Saving a Boy from a Flogging.
"When I count three you jest lay it on him
good an' hard, Pete, I reckon when he feels ther
cut of ther rawhide a few times he'll be glad
enough to tell what he knows about ther gold."
The speaker was a villainous-looking man of
middle-age, and his words were add;ressed to a
muscular fellow who, whip in hand, stood behind
a boy of probably eighteen years, who was naked
to the waist and his hands tied to a stout sapling.
Three other men, frowsy and evil-faced, stood
looking on, their faces lighted up in a way that
told how they exulted in what w~s about to happen. The scene was close to the outskirts of a
small mining camp in the northwestern part of
Nex Mexico; the time some few years ago, when
a lawlessness that was almost general prevailed
in that section of the ·country. It was a sort of
hollow among the rocks that the five men had
gathered for the purpose of whipping the boy
until he made some sort of confession to them.
"He knows jest where the gold is hid in the
old mine," went on the speaker, a · gleam of
i;avagery in his eyes. "He says he'll die afore he
tells anything, but I reckon, as I jest said, a few
cuts from ther rawhide will fetch him to terms.
Now, then. One!"
The man addressed as Pete raised the ugly
looking whip and the helpless boy quivered in
expectancy.
"Two!'r
"Help!" shouted the boy, despairingly. "Won't
·
some one save me?"
There ,vas a brutal laugh from the leader of
the gang, and then he called out, sharply:
"Three!"
The cruel lash was just about to descend when
a ·sharp report sounded close at hand, and with
a startled cry the man gripping it let it fall to
the ground. His companions were as much surprised as he was, and when they saw the blood
trickling from the back of his hand they realized
that some one had fired a shot from behind the
rocks and grazed the hand with a bullet. All
eyes were, of course, turned in the direction tl)e
shot had come from, and before any one could sa}l" 1
a word, a dashing looking ooy, attired in fancy
h unting-suit of buckskin, a mass of light chest-

nut hair hanging over his shoulders, appeared on
the scene.
"I reckon this little bit of punishment will be
postponed," he said, coolly, as the still smoking
revolver he held in his hand was pointed toward
the five vfllains. "I don't know what you scoundrels want to whip this boy for, but I made up
my mind the instant I heard his shout for help
and saw what was going on here not to let you
go ahead. Now, then, the first man who offers
to leave this spot or lay his hand upon a gun
will drop dead. You hear what I say!"
"Oh, oh, thank you, thank you!" cried the helpless boy, joyfully. "I am so glad you got here
in time. These men have been trying to make
me tell them something that I didn't care to
divulge, and as a last resort they got ready to
whip me with a rawhide. I suppose they would
have made me tell, for the mere thought of ·the
ridges made on me with that whip makes me
shiver."
"That's all right, young fellow," the boy retorted, with a smile that was nothing if not reassuring. "Just take it easy. I'll take care of these
scoundrels, and don't you forget it. I can do it
alone, if necessary, but it happens that my part.
ners are coming."
Then the speaker stepped up closer to the
five men, who had remained standing as they
had been ordered, their faces the picture of rage
and amazement.
"You will just oblige me by holding up your
hands," he said, just as though it was nothing
more than a farce he was rehearsing. "Be quick
about it, too, for I am not in the habit of waiting to have my orders obeyed."
The leader of the gang was the first to raise
his hands, and as the others followed suit the
dashing boy who had interfered in the nick of
time nodded app1·ovingly.
"I ~ee that you know when you are well o:ff,"
he said, and the smile that shone upon his handsome face must have been maddening to them
just then. "I reckon I'll wait for my partners,
and then we'll find out what this is all about."
Footsteps were now heard from behind the
rocks, and the next moment another boy appeared, followed by a tall man with long black hair
and wearing a mustache to match. Both were
attired in a fashion similar to \he boy who had
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am>eared on the scene in time t o save the naked
"I can do that in a very few words," was the
back of the boy from the rawhide.
reply, as the boy stepped over to a rock and
"You have got 'em dead to rights , Wild," the picked up the shirt that had been pulled from
tall man said, as he gave a nod of approval and his back by the villains. "There is an abandoned
r.ointed a revolver carelessly at the five villains. mine a short distance from here, and these men
'We didn't know what started yer to runnin' in have an idea that there is a lot of g-old hidden
sich a hurry. But we jest come along after yer, in it, and that I know where it is. They have
an' a little ways back there we seen what was been following me about for the last two days,
,roin' on here. This is what I call a mighty fine and every chance they got one of them would
piece of business. So they was goin' ter lick ther threaten me and advise me to tell where the gold
kid, was they? Well, I reckon sich galoots as is hidden. I never yet admitted that I knew
they are need hangin' mighty quick. I'd better anything about any g-old being in the old mine,
go an' git a couple of lariats so we kin go ahead but they seem to think it was a sure thing I did.
About ten minutes before you came here they
an' do it."
"Never mind the lariats now, Charlie," was the caught me at the mouth of the mine shaft and
reply. "Let us find out why they were going to dragged me down here among the rocks. After
rawhide the boy. Then if we think they are de- they had coaxed and threatened me without avail,
serving of being hanged we'll go ahead a'nd do it." I was stripped and tied to the little tree here.
The other boy said nothing, but looked on with Then the rawhide was brought into play and I
a smile, showing how well he approved of what all but received a good lashing."
"Ah!" and the boy with the flowing hair nodded
was said.
"Now, then," said the boy with the long hair, as though he was satisfied.
as he nodded to the man who had done the countBut he suddenly turned to th~ leader of the
inR' while the villain called Pete was waiting to villains again and exclaimed:
&trike the first blow, "I take ft that Y<!U are the
"You scoundrel, you! I blame you more than
leader of this crowd, so I'll ask you a question • I do these ·other fellows, for they look as though
or two. Please tell us why you were going to they haven't brains enough to know the difference
use that rawhide on the boy?"
between right and wrong. Now, then, I want to
"I don't know as that's anything to you, kid," ask y:ou if what the boy has told me is the
was the growling retort, for the villain had by . truth."
"this time partly recovered his composure. "That
"I reckon that's about ther size of it," came the
boy has been doin' a lot of lyin' to us , an' I reply. "Ain't that enough ter make us feel like
reckon we had the right to make him tell ther givin' him a good lickin'? Ther gold we're lookin'
truth if we wanted ter."
for belongs to us, nn' if he knows where it is he's
"That all depends, my friend," was the cool got a right to tell us."
• rejoinder. "In the first place, it is not a nice way
"The gold does not belong to them," retorted
to force any one to tell the truth. That raw- their victim,
his eyes flashing. "They have no
hide is what I call a pretty nasty weapon, and the right to it whatever.
If there is any gold hidden
fellow who was about to handle it is powerful in the old mine it belongs
to me, for my uncle
enough to cause the skin to smart at a single was the one who put it there,
and with his dying
stroke. But, bappily, I was able to draw a bead breath he told me to come and
look for it."
on him just in time to prevent it. I could easil y
"That's a lieJ" almost screamed the villainous
have shot him through the heart, which, no doubt, leader.
"Bill Welden stole ther gold from us an'
he was deserving of. But I chose to skin the hid it somewhere.
back of his .hand with a bullet, and I did it nicely, ft he run away." Then when he got scared about
I think. He certanly dropped the whip in a hur"Yes, he ran away, and there was a bullet in
ry."
The villain called Pete winced and looked ver y his back when he did it. One of you shot him.
uneasy at this. Blood was still trickling from But it happened that he lived long enough to J;?et
his hand and was runnin1t down the sleeve of the where I was and tell me about it. He died a
dirty yellow shirt he wore. But those who had little too soon for me to get a full knowledge
interfered did not seem to notice this, or if they of it, however, but I'm sure I'll find the gold,
which he told me was mine now."
did it amounted to nothing to them.
Then one of the other scoundrels began talking.
"Is that all the explanation you have to make?"
came the question from the young fellow who had He tried to verify everything the leader had said,
but the young champion of the boy's rights held
fired the shot, as he looked at the leader.
up his hand for him to stop.
"I reckon that's enough, ain't it, kid?"
"I don't want to hear any more from you,
"Well, perhaps so. But we'll see what the boy
fellow," he said. "I believe the boy's story, so,
bas to say."
Then he turned, and pulling a knife from his of course, that means that you have got to let him
belt, coolly cut the rope that held the boy's wrists alone. If I did the right thing I suppose I would
shoot you all, and you can bet I could do it in a
together.
"I don't know how I can thank you!" exclaimed hurry, too, for I have a way of handling a gun
with considerable quickness and accuracy. Now,
the victim, the tears showing in his eyes.
"Well, never mind about thanking me, young then, suppose you fellows turn your back. Go
llow. I feel just as good over it as you do. ahead, do as I say!"
The five lost no time in doing this, for they
othing suits me better than to do a good turn
or any one who is being imposed upon. You plainly saw that if they tried to put up a fight
certainlv were being imposed upon if any one they would stand little or no show, since the other
eTer was, in my way of thinking . Now, then, boy and the tall man were standing ready to let
suppose you tell us what they were going to use lead Jly. When they were a11 turned in. the opposite direction the long-hai.red boy who looked
the rawhide on you. we?"
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very dashing in his neat-fitting buckskin suit,
called out sharply:
"When I · say the word, I want you to run
sraight for the mining camp, and if you don't
hurry I'll help you along with a bullet or two.
Now., then, are you ready?"
One of them star.ted off, and then the others
followed without saying a word.
"Go on!" came the shout.
'The ruffians ran over the rough ground with a
degree of swiftne. s that they were not in the
habit of making, and just as they were about a
hundred feet from the spot a revolver cracked
. and one of them leaped high in the air.
"Hii! ha! ha!" laughed the boy who had fired
the shot. 'I took off a pie<:e of your boot-heel that
time, didn't I? Keep right on. I'll try it again."
Crac.k ! Ahother shot rang out, and again the
i,ame man, who was the fellow who had been
about to use the rawhide, gave a leap. Two
seconds later they disappeared from view behind
some rocks, and then the lad who had been saved
of a good beating timidly touched his preserver
upon the arm 3ind said:
"If you don't mind telling me, I'd like to know
who I am to thank for this."
"That means that you want to know who I am,
I imppose?" was the smiling reply.
"Yes, that's it. I see you are a boy like myself,
but there's something about you that makes you
very much of a man, I think."
"Well, that may be true, and it may not. But
I'll tell you who I am. My name is Young "Wild
West."
"I knew it! I knew it!" and the boy clapped
his hands in a way that showed his delight. "I
was sure of it the moment I first set eyes on
you, for I heard a lot about you a week ago, when ,
I first came to this wild part of the country. You
are Young Wild West, the Champiron Dea<lshot,
and the two with you are your partners, Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart."
"You -have got that jest right, kid," the tall
man with the dark hair said, laughingly. "I happen ter be Cheyenne Charlie, what used ter do
a lot of scoutin' for the soldiers. But when I
met Young Wild West, who's ther wildest an'
best boy that ever lived, I give up that kind of
a job an' have been stickin' ter him ever since.
I'm mighty proud ter be called a partner of his,
an' you kin bet that I'll stick to him as long as
I'm able ter move a little finger. It's ther same
way with Jim, too. You couldn't make him think
that Wild could do anything but what's right,
an' there ain't no wonder about it, either. You're
a mighty lucky kid, you are, 'cause if Wild hadn't
been as near as he was ther chances are you
would have got a good welt or two afore we could
have stopped it. But you kin bet your life we
would have stopped it, though, 'cause if 1 had
happened ter have seen it I'd have sartinly shot
ter kill. I reckon it woulcln't have took me more
than ten seconds ter clean up ther whole five of
them sneakin' coyotes."
The rescued boy i;hook ,hands with all three and
declared, again and again, how thankful he was.
"My name is Tom Welden, and .though I am
not exactly a stranger in the West, I have only
been in these parts about a weeli:. I came here
to look up my uncle, William Welden, and just as
I reached Black Jack, which is the name of the
mining camp, the other side of the hill, my uncle
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came staggering toward the hotel, the blood flowing from a wound in his back. I had not seen
him in I over three years, but I recognized him
right away, and he died in my arms shortly after
I told him who I was. He managed to tell me
that he had quite a pile of gold concealed in the
abandoned mine, however, and he declared that it
was all mine, since he was unmarried and had
no one else to leave it to. It gave me a great
s'hock, of course, but I made up my mind to stay
here and try and find the gold. But it seemed
that the .five men who brought me here to this
short time •ago knew something about
hollow
the gold, too, and it must have been that one o!
tnem heard something of what my uncle told
me as he died, for they have been hounding me
ever since. I made up my mind that I would die
before I would give them any information whatever, even though they really knew as much about
the case as I did mysel:f."
"You're a putty spunky boy, I reckon," Cheyenne Charlie observed, with a grin. "You might
jest as well have told 'em all you knowed."
"I really did, I suppose, but the way I acted
really made them think I knew more."
"Well, maybe you do know a little more."
"Yes, maybe I might. Uncle Bill said something about an oak timber that ,was used to prop
up the roof of the mine, and that was all. I
have been to the mine two or three times, but
there are several props there and they all look to
be of the same kind of wood. It's a sort of
mystery, and I fear that I may never be able
to discover the gold. It might have been that
my poor uncle's mind was wandering at the time
and there really is no gold hidden in the mine."
"Well, I reckon it's worth looking into, Tom
Welden," Young Wild West said, in the cool and
easy way that had helped make him famous.
"If you wish it, we will help you in this matter, and if we happen to find the gold we won't
charge you a penny for our services. It happens
that we are pretty well fixed, anyhow, and that
gives us a chance to make horseba.ck trips around ·
through the wildest parts of the West and hunt
up what there is to be found in the way of adventure and excitement. Now, then, if you don't
mind, we'll take you with us to those we have
in waiting the other side of the gully. Then
we'll all go into• the ' mining camp together."
"Of course, I'll accept your kind assistance, and
I will go with you right away," was the quick
reply.

a

CHAPTER II-At Black Jack.
Young Wild West and his friends had been
following the trail that ran along through a gorge
when they came to a point where ft seemed difficult to proceed with the horses. The youn11
deadshot had dismounted, then, and climbed over
the rocks to take a look around and see if ·there
was another way to 11:et past the rocks. It seemed as though there had been a little landslide not
long since, and this caused the obstruction. His
two partners, Cheyenne Charlie and J i:m Dart,
had also dismounted when they saw the boy disappear over the cre!lt of a small rise. It hal)pened just then that the scream for help rang out
and then it was that Young Wild West was able
to reach the scene in time to prevent tl1e ftoggina.

.
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The rest o! our hero's party consisted of Ariet-

ta Murdock, the golden-haired sweetheart; Anna,

the wife of Cheyenne Gharlfe; Eloise Gardner,
Jim Dart's sweetheart, and two typical Chinamen, who were brothers, named Hop Wah and
Wing Wah. The latter always traveled with our
friends, Hop in the capacity of a man-of-all-work,
and Wing as the cook, and a good one, too.
The _girls end the two Chinamen heard the
scream and the shot that follQwed, of course, but
though they were surprised not a little, they
did not show any signs of real ,alarm al\d waited
patiently for Young Wild West and his partners
to appear. They had not even dismounted, and
jui:;t as they were thin.king of doing so and climbing to the top of the ridge the three came in
eight, and with them the boy Wild had res<:ued
in such timely fashion. It was easy for them to
guess that it was the boy who had given utterance to the cry for help, and as ·he hurried
&long with the rest they had .a good look at him
and decided that it was a lucky thing that their
friends had been able to save him from the danger
that must surely have threatened him.
"Well, girls, here we are," the young deadshot
said, with a smile, as he leaped down the rocks
and stood before those in waiting. "It- was a
mighty good thing that I started to look for a
way to get through here. By climbing up there
I w11,.s able to see a little scene that was being ene.cted in a hollow just below. But I put a stop
to it with one quick shot, and I reckon every.thing is all right now.''
"He saved me from a .flogging with a rawhide
whip," Tom Welden spoke up, "and I will never
forget him for it, either. I am so happy to think
that Young Wild West came in time." ·
Wild now introduced the bov to the girls, anrl
then he quickly related just what had happened.
Welden took up the story when he had finished,
and told what he had already _related to our hero
and his partners about his uncle and the gold
that was supposed to be hidden somewhere in the
old mine. The girls listened with great interest,
for they were almost as eager for adventure as.
their escorts were. When Cheyenne Charlie married Anna she insisted on ,!iccompanying him when
he went away from home, and thus it became possible for Arietta and Eloise to bec9me members
of the party also. So many perils and adventures had the three girls been through that they
had become rather used to them, and the y were
never happier than when they were riding over
the mountains or across the broad pl~ins fn the
company of Young Wild West and his partners.
" Well, Tom," said our hero, smiling at the boy
when he had finished his explanation of what had
happened, "maybe you can tell us how we are
going to get to the mining camp."
· " I can do that quickly enough, Young Wild
Wei:;t,'' was the reply. "This trail is not used any
more, I have heard say. About two weeks ago
a few tons of rock and earth took the notion
to slide down and since that time any one entering or leaving Black Jack has been compelled to
go around to the right a little. You might have·
noticed a cut through the cliffs something like a
hundred yards back of here."
"Yes, we noticed it, but. the g-rolln<l was go
hard and stony Lhat we failed to s~ anything like

hoofprints or wagon ruts, so- we kept ri~ht on
until we l'e.ached this spot."
"Well, the only way to get around with your
horses will be to iro back. there. I'll
with you
and show you · the way."
..
"How far is it to the camp by going around
in the way you propose?"
.
"Only half a mile. It won't .take us long. I'll
run along with you, for I am used to that i:;ort
of thing.''
·
"Well, you needn't do anything of the sort.
Tom Welden. You can get on my horse with me.
Spitfire is perfectly capable of carrying two boys,
I know."
,
"That {s certainly a fine beast," the boy declared, as he looked at the sorrel stallion tbat .had
carried Young Wild West through so many dangers.
"Yes, and I am proud of .him, too. He isn't
much over six years old, so you will see that there
is probably a lot for him (o do yet."
"Well, if you insist on it I'll ride with you."
"AU right, you get into the saddle and I'll
ride behind you. Then you can lead us to the mining camp.
Welden seemed pleased at the sugg-estion, and
he quickly mounted the sorrel. Then Young Wild
West leaped up behind him and away they went,
the horse at a walk. Charlie and Jim came along
with the girls, and, sure enough when thev had
gone back b~t a short distance they found the cut
and .at once turned and went through it. The
trail was all right, and when they got to where
the ground was rather soft they could easily see
hoofprints and wagon-ruts as well. Around they
went, and in a minute or two struck the trail
that had been shut off by the landslide. Then,
as they reached the top of a little hill, they 84W
the shahties ·and tents of the mining+camp lying
right below them.
· "Here we are at Black Jack," Tom Welden said.
"It ain't much of a place, is it?"
"Well, it looks. something like the ordinary run
of camps," the young deadshot answered, with a
smile.
"They all look alike ter me," Cheyenne Charlie
spoke up. "I could almost say that I'd been here
afore, 'cause there ain't nothin' different from
what we always find. There's ther same old
whisky-mill right in the center of the place, an'
there's ther shanty store with some of thel" things
they've got ter sell there hangin' in ther window.
But what's that? A barber shop, too. Well, by
thunder! I reckon I'll let some one shave me for
a change. I'm tired of doin' it three or fou:.:
times a week myself. Another thing, my raz9r
needs sharpenin' too, an' I reckon ther barber
will be able ter fix it up for me.''
" Well, I'm afraid you won't find him very much
of a barber," Welden said, laughingly, as he 'took
off his hat. "He cut my hair yesterday. What
do you think of the job?"
· It certainly was not much of .a job, for the hair
had been cut off in big licks, and though he had
managed to remove the · most of it, there was
nothing like smoothness about the job.
. "Well, me an' Wild don't bother ourselves about
gittin' 011r hair cut," the scout retorted with a
grin . "W!l're satisfied ter let it hang over our
shou lder!!. I don't know jes t when a pair of
she.:rs Li s ever been on mv head . unlessi it wrua
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.,
me dofu' it myself when I clipped- off tlier ends a on, . rather -p roudly. . "There's about seventeen
little. It's ther same way with my mustache. that has hen planted there, an' -only two of 'em
That's been there .ever since I was nineteen, an' has _d ied natural deaths. That speaks well for
I reckon it's goin ter stay there as long as I live." Black _Jack, don't it?"
"But you had a f,ull beard once, Charlie," his
"lt sartinly does," Cheyenne Charlie answered.
wife spoke up,. just then. ·. . ·
.
. . with a chuckle. "This must be a red-hot camp.
. "Yes, but that was before I married you, gal." Lots of bad men here, I s'pose ?"
"Yes, of cou1·se. You don't suppose. I would
"Well, I never have no ti;ouble with· any of 'em,
have accepted you if you had proposed to me with though
there's i;;ome here that allow that they're
a bristling beard like yours must have been, do
about ther worst that ever lived. There's Ted
you?"
·
. "Well, that's all right. It ain't there now, though Ban-ow, for instance. He claims to be a sort of
boss of ther camp, but that's about all it amounts
it wouldn't take me long ter raise one, y.ou kin ter,
'cause there's more than enough here ter put
bet," and the scout felt of his chin and looked
him dowri any time the'.v want ter. Sometimes
.- thoughtful.
. It was a little before noon as the party rode when he gits goin' a little too. strong, somebody
into the mining camp and came to a halt before has ter interfere, an' then Ted always takes
.
the general · store, as the sigIJ declared it to be. water."
"Ted Barrow is the name of the man who orOnly three or four men could be seen anywhere
about, and one of them wa1;, no doubt, the prop- dered the big, powerful fellow to tiog 111e, · L JIU
rietor of the store. He b.ad been sitting on a Welden spoke up, turning to our hero. ''I forgot
. stool near the door of hfa place of business, and to tell you that before. Pete is what they. call
as the riders came up he arose and stood look- the fellow you caused to drop the whip so hurriedly. He is just as much of a scoundrel as the
ing at them in a very friendly way.
"How are yer, ladies an' gents?" he called Qut, leader of the gang."
bowing politely. · 11 see ther lcid has most likely
"Well, I reckon he'll have a scar on the back
brought you here. Maybe you want ter buy some- of his hand for some times to come," the young
thing in my line."
deadshot answered. "As I told him, I could have
"Well, my friend, perhaps we may buy· some- just as easily sent a bullet throuJ!'h his heart as
thing before we leave here," Wild answered, as _to merely graze the back of his hand. But I
he dismounted. "But just now we are thinking didn't want to kill him. What I wanted to do
about going into camp ·somewhere. We have our first of all wa1; to prevent him from striking you
outfit with us, as you can see," and he pointed with 'the rawhid~. I reckon I did that all right."
Welden shrugire<l his shoulders, his face palto the two Chinamen who were leading a couple
'
of w-ell-loaded pack-horses. ."According t.o the ing slightly.
looks of the hotel over there we would hardly be
"Ugh!" he exclaimed. 'I can't help thinking
able to find accomodations there. I don't believe of· how it would have felt if that heavy lash had
there are over hundred rooms in the building." come down on my bare shoulders. I don't mind
"A hundred, eh?'' and the storekeeper chuckled. getting hit with a fist so much, but to be flogg·ed
"Well, I reckon if you can find any more than is entirely different. That is something I never
half a dozen ttiere I'll stand treat. But," and had done to me yet, and I never want it to hal>'
he became more serious, "if you mean ter put pen."
your tents an' stop there for a while, why don't
''Well," spoke up Jim
"here is the rawyer go right around my store here! There's a hide. I brought it with Dart,
me. We may have the
brook runnin' through about a hundred feet back, chance to use it on the villain
was so anxan' you sartinly oughter find a place there for · ious to give you a dose of it,who
Welden."
your horses to feed, 'cause there's more grass
"That's so!" the 'scout exclaiined, his eyes
there than they could eat in a week."
brightening. "Jest let me take charge of that,
"Thank you! I reckon we'll do as you say. Jim.
Nothin' would suit me better than ter walThen, after a while, we'll patronize you, for we lop that
big galoot till he begged for mercy. I
surely will find that we need something before we reckon I'll git ther chance
ter do it, too, afore
leave Black Jack."
leave Black Jack."
"Oh, ther kid told you ther name of ther place, weThe
storekeeper listened ~ all this with no
eh? A mighty fine name, too, ain't it?"
little surprise. Finally he turned to Tom Welden
"Well, I don't know as a name goes for much. and said:
The mining camps we come across have all sorts
"Yes, that's right, Mr. Hoke. You know pretty
of names, and some of them hardly suit. But
why is it that this one is called Black Jack?" well what they were after me for. One of that
"\Veil, I don't know ~xactly, but some one gang shot my uncle and they want fo find the gold
told me once that an outlaw by the name Black they think he hid somewhere."
"Yes, I heard all about it,"· Hoke answered.
Jack struck ·a lot of gold back here, an' that
it was he what started ther camp goin'. But he "So they think you krtow whern it is, an' that's
didn't live very long, 'caus~ he got ter doin' why they was goin' ter wallop yer ter make yer !ome of his wickedness, an' they planted him on tell ?"
"That's just it, Mr. Hoke."
.th~r side of ther hill over there. You kin see
our little cemetery by jest lookin' over that new ' "But they didn't ftogg yer, eh?"
"No, they did. not. Young. Wild West shot the
shanty."
They all turned in the direction he pointed, and rawhide from Pete's hand just as h~ was ready
saw
small plot of ground on the i:;ide of the to deliver the first blow upon my bare back."
"What's that! Young Wild West, yer Ray?"
hill, where several mounds aml a stone 01· two
and the storekeeper instantly turnitd his gaze
could be seen.
''That's our cemet~ry," the stprekeeper went upon the youns:c deadshot.
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"Yes, air, this is Young Wild West. You have
heard of him, of course." .
CHAPTER III-Our Friends Go Into ··Camp.
"Heard of him! Well, I reckon I've heard
enough about him ter fill a big book. Black Jack
The face of the leader of the camp turned as
oughter feel highly honored ter have him visit red as . a beet as the young deadshot's words
it. We ain't never had no champion deadshot rang in liis ears:
ter stop here though there's lots here who think
"See there, young feller," he said, trying his
they're champions. But there's more lead wasted best to keep cool, "I reckon I've had enough ter
tlyin' through ther air than ever hits a mark, an' do with you ·so you had better not undertake
maybe that's a good thing, after all."
ter pick a row in this here camp. I want yer
"A very good thing, Mr. Hoke," our hero spoke to know that my name is Ted Barrow, an' that
up. "The miners mig·ht better waste their am- what I says generally has ter go here in Black
munition in that way than to use it to shoot Jack. I'm backed up by a lot more than what
you see here, so if you take my advice you'll ·
each other with."
"Well. that happens sometimes, too," and Hoke apologize for callin' me a liar."
"Well, if I were to take such advice froin you
shook his head. "But· I've always managed ter
keep out of ther rows that starts here, an' I'm it would be the first time I had ever · done such
jest about d"in' enough business ter make a a thing in all my life. I've told you · that you
livin'. Maybe after awhile when we git more lie, if you say it was not intended that the boy
population here I'll branch out a little an' git rich. should be flogged. Now then, what are you going
I've made up my mind ter stick to ther store, to do about it?"
Barrow took a step backward,
the same time
no matter what happens. Of ·course, I mean
by that as long as ther miners kin find pay- -laying a hand upon his gun. But before he
dirt enoug·h ter keep thing goin'. It takes money could draw it our he1·0 had him covered.
"Let go of that piece of hardware!" he exter run anything, thoug-h nuggets an' dust will
answer ter purpose. I've got a little scales in claimed in(a ringing voice. "If you don't I'll put
my store that weighs right to ther inch, an' I'm hole through you."
always ready ter take ther dust an' nuggets
The lea.der of the ruffians· obeyed instantly, and
jest ther same as mon~y. I'm a putty good jedge th1m. he looked at his companions as though
of gold, an' it's seldom_I git stuck when I make he expected them to take his part. But for
an allowance for any of it."
reasons of their own not one of them allowed
'T'hen a very shrewd look showed upon the his hand to go anywhere near a gun. This must
speaker's face, and it was easy for our friends have seemed rather strange, too since Cheyenne
to guess that the chances were that he never Charlie and Jim Dart had not moved from where
, lost ·anvthing on a deal of that kind. Finally _they were standing before the s4anty store. They
our hero decided to go around to the rear o£ as well as the girls were looking on as though
the store and see wh.a..t sort of a place it was to it- was a commonplace scene before them, while
the storekee-per stood holding fast to one of
camp that the storekeeper had offered them.
"Come on," he said to his friends. "It will be the uprights that supported the porch of the
noon in a few minutes, ana I. for one, am get- building, his mouth wide open. Tom Welden did
ting i-ather hung·ry. - We may as well g·o ipto not seem to be at all frightened, either, and he
camp, and then Wing can go ahead with the looked on, his eyes fixed upon the young deadshot with admiration.
,
-preparations for dinner."
"Ah!" said Wild in his cool and easy way.
It was at this juncture that a man came swag- "So you don't feel as though you would like to
gering_out of the shanty saloon that was nearly die just now, eh? Well, 1 told you you lied, and I
across the 11treet. It was Ted Barrow, and behind insisted that I told you what was right. Now,
him, in a single file, came the four villains who then since I have got the drop on you, suppose
had been with him when our hero had armeared we settle it in another way. -You were the first
on the scene in time to save Tom Welden from to lay your hand pn a gun, but you were not
a flogging. Straight to the middle of the street quic)< enough to get it pointed my way. But
the five ruffians came and then, as he came to a I'll tell you what I'll do with you, Bar:row. No
halt, the leader called out:
·
doubt you feel highly insulted at· being called a
"Say, kid, we've been talkin' it over -an' we've liar, especially by a boy. Suppose we fight it
sorter concluded that we're awful sorry we used out in a fair and square fashion."
yer ther way we did a little while ag-o. But I
"How kin we do that when you have got me
want ter tell yer that Pete had no intention of covered?" the villain grumbled.
hittin' yer with ther rawhide. I made him qo
"Well, I'll tell you how. There's a shanty over
that Jest ter git yer ter tell what yer knowed there that will just suit our purpose. You go
about that there gold. I hope yer won't haye around the one side and I will 11'0 around to the
r.o hard feelin 's toward us."
other. Then some one here can fire a shot and
Before the boy could make a reply, Young Wild we will ru1Sh around to the front, or the back,
West started toward the men.
just as you like, and beg-in shooting at eack ·
"See here, you sneaking coyotes!" he exclaim- other. How will that strike you?"
c·d, his eyes flashing, "it isn't nece,,sary fo:r
"Take him up, Ted," spoke up Pete, who had
you . to come here and make any apology at all. a dirty bandage about his hand. "I reckon there
I know for a certainty th11t if I hadn't fired just ain't no galoot Iivin' what kin shoot any quicker
as I did the boy would have been hit with the than you kin when 'you have got a fair· chance."
rawhide. It would have been a mighty hard
. The leader looked at him half angrily. ·
blow, too, so if you say the big scoundrel had
"You don't s'pose I'm g-oin' ter run ther risk
no intention of hitting him, you lie!"
of g·ittin' a lead pill in me, do yer ?" he asked.
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"Yei;, ·but not all to myself. There's two other!!
"What's ther use of doin' anything like that?
You oughter know sometin' about how that boy who sleep in it."
"You don't like it very much, I supose ?"
kin shoot. Look at ther back of yer hand."
"All right, then. I always thought you was a
"Not much, but my board is paid for the rest
little afraid when anything like a real danger of the week. You have to pay in advance in these
was starin' yer in ther face. Why, if my hand places, you know."
w:as all right I'd · take him up on that game,
"Well, I'll tell you what you can do, if you
an' I don't allow that I kin shoot quite as quick like. Suppose you go and get your belongings
as you kin."
and f:tay in our camp until we have settled this
"Do you mean what you say?" Wild asked, business. I promise you that we'll stay long
stepping up close to the speaker.
enough in Black Jack to find the gold you are
"I sartinly do. But what's ther use of talk- looking for if there is really any to be found.
in' about it? Here's my hand tied up with a ra~. Then you'll have no use for this place, anyhow,
I ain't got no good use of the fingers."
and will want to get away as quickly as possible."
"Can't you shoot with your left hand?"
"That's right, Young Wild West. I'm very
"Well, not very good."
glad to say that I'll accept your offer. If we do
"Well, I think you could manage to shoot with . find my uncle's gold you shall be well paid for
row I'll tell you what I'll do your kindness to me."
your right hand.
with you, since you have talked so much about
"Now, don't mention that, Tom. I believe I
it. I'll let you have a gun in either hand, and already
you that we were not in need of
I'll have my right hand tied behind my back. anythingtold
like a reward. What we are looking for
That will. give me my left hand to use. We will is something
lively, and the chances are that we
go over to the shanty and do exactly as I sug- are going to have
of it before we quit this
gested to your lying leader. How about it?" camp. GQ, ahead some
and get your belongings and
"Pshaw! You're only bluffin', kid," and so say- come on over as soon
as you can. If anv one
ing, Pete turned and walked rapidly to the saloon. interferes with you, just let out a yell, and you
Cheyenne Charlie led in the roar of laughter can bet your life that we'll be on hand in a jiffy."
that followed, and it is needless to say that Tom
boy seemed to be very plucky, even thou,rn
Welden took a part in it. Ted Banow lingered he The
had shown so much fear of being flogged. He
for a few seconds, and then he turned and skulled promptly
started across the sandy thoroughfare
back to the saloon. The rest seemed glad to folwas called a street, and as our friends went
low, and Wild did not choose to stop them, but _that
on around the side of the store they saw him
waited until they had all got inside.
enter the shanty hotel. Wild was well satisfied
"So there are the bad men you have here in that
one would interfere with Welden, so he
Black Jack, Mr. Hoke?" he said, smiling at the now no
his thoughts to campina-. Sure
directed
storekeeper.
there was an admirable spot right close
"Yes, I s'pose they're about ther worst we've enough,
at hand. A brook tumbled noiselessly from the
got here," was the reply.
rocks away up to the right, and trended its
"Well, they don't seem to amount to much, do way
in zigzag fashion along the edge of the
they?"
camp for a distance or perhaps a couple
mining
that
me
ter
surprisin'
"No, an' it's somewhat
Then it became lost behind a grove
yards.
of
of
Most
they didn't try ter do a little shootin'.
of ta 11 trees.
they
'em is putty clever with a gun, but maybe
"I reckon this ~ill just suit us nicely," the
happen ter know who you are, Young Wild West."
"Well, I don't know how they do, because I young deadshot said. as he came to a halt close
never remember of seeing any of them before, to the brook. "Now then, Hop,-· you and Wing
can unload the pack-horses right away. You
and I certainly didn't tell them."
"They don't have ter know who he is, boss," needn't bother to put up the tents until after we
the scout poke up. "All's they want is ter see have had dinner. That will be plenty of time.
how he acts an' listen ier what he says. That's I'll tell you where to put them, then.''. ·
· "Allee lie-ht, Misler Wild," came the reply from
enough, I reckon."
"Well, you are right on that. But say, that the two Chinamen as though in one. voice.
While the young deadshot and his partners
sorter clone me' more good than anvthing has since
I've been here in Black Jack. There was five of were looking after their own horses and those
'em, in' there wasn't one of 'em as clared ter use of the girls, the work of unloading the packhis gun after Young Wild West got ther drop on animals was hurried along. As soon as it was
Ted Barrow. But I'll tell you one thing," and clone Hop turned his attention to the rest of
he shook his head gravely. "They ain't ther sort the horses, and when he had tied them where
of men as will forgit things. They'll all have they might graze upon the rich, green grass, he
it in fol" you mighty strong now, an' I wouldn't found that there was little or nothing for him
be sm·prised if they tried ter down yer when you to do just then, since his brother had already
wasn't lookin'. Take my advice an' be on ther gathered the necessary wood and had started
a fire. At the other side of the brook was a
watch for 'em."
"Oh, we'll look after that part of it, Mr. Hoke," steep cliff that reared itself to a height of proband so saying the young deadshot took the sorrel ably two hundred feet. The water run along
stallion by the .b ridle and started to go around to so close to the foot of this that there would .
ha e been no room for them to pitch the camp
the rear of the store.
Noticing that Welden hesitated about following there, even though they had thought it advisable
to do so. The store and three or four other
them, the young dead shot stopped and said:
shanties of the mining camp were not more than
"Where are you putting up at, Tom?"
two hundred feet from them, and between them
"At the hotel over there," wa the reply.
they could see pretty well what what was ,g-oinc
..Got a room there?"
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on at the hotel, as it was called. Having taken
"Well, I can't say I like it a s well as· I do
care of the horses, Wild and his partners turned venison, Mr. Charlie,"
was .the reply.
their attention to the cam.p ing outfit and began
"Yer can't, eh?
sorting things over, so it would be an easy matter thick steaks from a Well, I think a couple of
·fat young bear beats
for the two tents they carried with them ) o be anything in th:er waynice
of meat that was ever
erected.
· invented. I shot ther bear we've got here my"Mister Wild," said Hop, stepping forward and self, an' when I tell yer it's
fine to eat, you kin
smiling blandly, "maybe we puttee uppee um bet all you're worth
that it ii,. I'll git Wing ter ,
tents now, so be." ·
broil some of their steaks, an' I want ter see
"Oh, I ' suppose you want to get away as soon yer tackle one
of 'em." .
.
as you have eaten your dinner, eh, Hop?"
"All right, I'll be glad to do so·. But I feel
"Me no wantee go somewher e, Misler Wild," as though I am
imposing on you all by coming
declared the Celestial, acting as though he meant here, especially when
you tell me that I am not
exactly what he said.
to be permitted to pay anything for my board. I
"It's a wonder he ain't sneaked off an' got over have quite enough
to last me for two
to ther whisky-m ill afore this," Cheyenne Charlie or three weeks and I money
would like to pay for everyspoke u~, for he knew that one of Hop's worst thing I get."
faililfgs was the liking for whisky, or tangle"Keep your money," said Wild, nodding his
foot, as he always called it_,__
head and looking at him rather earnestly . "It's
Hop had another failing, too, we might as a wonder to me that
well state right here. He was an inveterate you. of it before this some one has not relieved
. That gang you had the
gambler, and never was he better satisfied than trouble with would be
none too good to do it.
when sitting in a poker gam,e with sharpers. But I'm sure."
he understoo d the game very well, and no matter
"I believe that.. But I've been very careful. I
how the sharpers tried, he somehow always managed to get the best of them. This was no doubt had a revolver, and a good one, too, but they
due to the fact ·that he was a very clever sleight- took it away from me when they caught me
of-hand performe r, and -he could do things with this morning. I :forgot all about it, or I would
his hands that could not be observed by even have asked you to make Ted Barrow give it back
those who were watching him closely. Generally , to me."
".It was a pretty good gun you had, then?"
Hop had as much as a couple of thousand dollars
"Yes, it cost me sixteen dollars. I've got
on him at a time, and this was largely his earn- .
ings fiom gambling , for the wages he received about three hundred cartridge s yet. But what
from· Young Wild West and his partners did not good are they without the revolver? "
"Well, I'll see to it that you get your revolver
amount to sufficient to permit him to save a great
deal. However, he was content to work right all right. But just wait till after we have had
along, though really he had nothing much to do, dinner."
"Well, rather than have any trouble about it,
and whenever he got the opportuni ty he was in
for gambling , practical joking, or anything that I would buy one at the store. I see they have
them for sale there."offered amusemen t.
"! think that would be foolish for you to waste
Wing was entirely different in this way. Once
he had claimed to be "velly muchee likee a Mel- fifteen or twenty dollars on a new gun, when
ican sport," but when he found, after meeting you already own one. Now don't say another
his brother, that he was outclassed he had set- word, but I'll get your gun for you, and there
tled down to go quietly along, and he certainly won't be much trouble about it, either."
Hop had already started to put up the tents,
did his work well and minded his own affairs
to the very letter. It was not more than ten min- and seeing that h1,was possessed to iio it before
utes before Tom Welden was seen coming back, the noonday meal was ready, our hero and his
carrying a suitcase and a good-size d traveling - partners turned to and lent him a hand. Tom
bag. S:e smiled when he saw our friends wait- Welden also a ssisted, and before W.ing was ready
ing for him and .a s he reached thel!l be put down for them to sit down and eat everythin g was in
shape.
·
bis load and said:
"Well I've got here. The boss of the hotel
"I reckon you can find room to sleep in here
didn't seem to be displeased at my leaving either. with us," said Wild, pointing inside the bigger
He said right away that he could now find room of the two tents, which was the one the male
for another guest though he never mentioned members of the party always used for a sleepanything about returning ·my money."
ing quarters. "We have had a s many as six
I "Well, he wouldn't think of doing that I sup- or eight in it at a time. It was a little crowded,
pose" our hero retorted with a laugh. "People to be sure, but as long as a fellow can stretch
in business in this part of the country generally himself out full length and have a chance to
keep all they get hold of. But you can board turn over now and then he can s leep all right."
with us, if you want to call it that, and I reckon
"Oh; I won't take up much room. But it's awit will cost you nothing, either. We have got full y kind in you to offer me s uch hospitalit y,
the biggest part of the carcass of a deer with Young Wild West.'.'
.
us, and quite some bear meat, too. If you like
"Don't mention that aga in. But you needn't
that sort of grub it will be all right."
bother about calling me b y my full name. Wild
'I like anything in the way of game," the boy is good enough for me."·
declared. "I have never shot any big game to
"An' Charlie is good
for me,{' s poke up
speak of, myself, but I have often eaten venison, the scout. "Don't put enough
no extra handle ter my
and I have tasted bear meat a few times."
name, please."
"How do yer like bear meat, anyhow? " the
"Well, I don't know your last uame,yh arlie,
scout spoke uo.
and the boy laughed.
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"Well, my last name, I s'pose, is Watson, The rest of the gang were in the room, too, and
thoagh it's blamed seldom I'm never called by they no doubt knew that the scout was ready
it. Cheyenne Charlie is good enough for me. if anythino- should hap pen. One of them promptI was born in old Cheyenne, up in Wyoming,an' ly arose fro.in a table where he was sitting drinkI'm mighty proud of it."
ing · and smoking, and hurrying to the side of
Young Welden stowed away his belongings, and Barrow, said:
then buckled a belt about his waist and sai<l
"Give ther boy his gun Ted. What's ther use
he was ready to put his revolver back· into the of havin' any more trouble than we've had alholster when he got possession of it. They all ready?" .
iiad- dinner shortly after that, and as soon as:
"Oh, I'm goin' ter git to him, all right, Bob,"
they were through Wild nodded to the boy and . was the reply. "Can't a feller do a little talkin'
said:
·
if he wants ter ? "
"Now, then, we'll go over to the hotel and
Wild noticed that he had a gun on either side of
see about getting your gun. Come on, 'Charlie. him, and when he saw him · take the left one
I suppose Jim will be sati sfied to stay here with · from the holster he gave a nod of satisfaction.
the girls."
"Here ye are, kid," Barrow said, as he reached
"Go ahead," Dart answered, quickly.
over and tendered the weapon to Welden. ''Of
The young deadshot and Charlie laughed at course, I meant ter give it back to yer, anyhow.
this, for they knew quite well that Jim preferred But if you told this young feller here that I took
much the company of Eloise, since she -was rather . your gup, you made a mistake. It wasn't me
timid, and he was, no doubt, very much in love • what took it. It was Pete. He handed it to me,
with her. As the· three started to leave the an' I took care of it, that's all."
camp Hop Wah arose to his feet and started
"Well, all right," the boy retorted, rather coolafter them.
.
ly. "I paid sixteen dollars for the i-evolver, and
"Me go · too, Misler Wild," he said, smiling I suppose I ought to get it back."
blandly.
Then he looked at it, and finding it was loaded
"All right," was the 1·eply. "Just see to it and ready for use, he dropped it into the holthat you don't g-et into any mischief. The bad ster that hung from his belt. It was just then
men over there might take a notion to have some that Hoke, the storekeeper, hurriedly entered the
fun with you so be very careful what you ·do." place. He was without a hat and there was
"Me takee caree of myself, Misler W'ild. · Me something of a pleased look on his face as he
velly smartee Chinee, so be."
halted before the crowd and exclaimed:
"Boys, I hurried over here as soon as I got
through waitin' on a customer ter introduce you
to ther Champion Deadshot of ther· West. . Let
make yer all acquainted with Young Wild
CHAPTER IV.-What Happened at the Shanty me
West, ther boy most of yer has heard all about."
Hotel. '
He pointed proudly to our hero who, not a little
surprised at the unexpected introduction, remainStraight to the shanty hotel Young Wild West ed silent for a moment.
led the way. _ It now being the noon hour, quite
"What's that yer say, Hoke?" a thick set man,
a crowd of miners were gathered near the door, conspicuous· in a faded blue shirt, asked, as
he
and when they saw our friends approaching they came from another room just then. "Diel my
eyed them rather keenly. But none of the bad ears hear yer say that Young Wild West - was
gang was there, so our hero greeted them pleas- here?"
antly and then passed inside, followed by Charlie
"That's right, Dutton. Here he is right here,"
and Welden. Hop went right around the corner and Hoke took occasion to touch the young
of the building, for he had a way of usually en- deadshot on the arm.
tering such a place by a rear door. Just why
"Pshaw! Yer don't mean it!" and the man callhe did this cannot be said, but probably it was ed Dutton paused before the boy and shook his
for the purpose of not attracting too much atten- head, doubtingly. "Why, he ain't nothin' but a
tion. All eyes were turned upon the newcomers kid."
.
as they entered, and 'when our friends saw Ted , "That seems to be the _greatest drawback I
Barrow at the upper end of the little bar; he have, by the way people talk," Wild said, with
promptly called out:
a smile. "I'll admit that I'm nothing but a kid,
"You are just the man I am loQking for. I as you say. But if you give me time enough I
believe you got a gun that belongs to this young may .live to be a man."
fellow, Mr. Barrow. Kindly hand it over."
"An' yer may not," a voice said from a corner
"He lies if he says I've got his gun," was the of the room.
quick retort, while the man's eyes flashed, showWild flashed a glance in the direction instantIng his anger.
ly and saw that it was the villain called Pete
"Hold on now. Don't be too fast. Just be- who had made the r emark . "See }}ere, you sneakcause I told you that you lied this morning don't ing coyote!" he called out, sharply, as he pointed
say that you must tell any one else the same a finger at the man. "You meant something when
thing. Now Welden says that you took his gun you said that. Now, then, you just step out here
from him after you caught him this morning, and and I'll tell you something that I want you to •
that you failed to give it back to him. That being remember."
the case, you better hand it over now."
A hush came over the room instantly, and all
Cheyenne Charlie had taken his station near eyes were turned upon Pete.
the center of the room, and he was standing
"Ain't a feller got a ri_g·ht ter say what he
with his hands in such a position that he could thinks, as long ai, it don't hurt no one?" he
pull a gun from either hip at an instant's notice. asked, rather meekly.
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"Well, the remark you made signified that you
had a notion of shortening my life. Now, then,
just come over here. I promise you that I won't
hurt you if you do."
"Oh, I ain't afraid ter come here. Don't think
that. Even if you are Young Wild West it don't
make no difference to me. I'm somewhat handy
with a gun · myself, but you know that I can't
do nothin' in that line now. You clipped a little
skin from ther back of my hand this momin'
with a bullet, an' I s'noee it will take a few days
afore it heals up so I kin handle a gun ai;c'in."
"Well, it won't be necessary for you to handle
a l{Un unless you do it of your own accord. I
don't mean to shoot rou just now, that's sure.
But you said that maybe I wouldn't live to be a
man. Now, what I want to say to you is that
I don't believe you ever was a man, and l am
pretty certain that unless you mend your ways
you won't live forty-eight hours. Just ponder
over what I am saying and maybe it might do
you good."
Pete endeavored to laugh, but he made a miss
of it, for the jl'urgle in his throat sounded more
ghastly than otherwise.
"I don't know what yer mean by that," he declared, as soon as he had found the use of his
tongue.
"Well, you know what you meant when you
made the remark from the corner over there,
don't you?"
"I didn't mean nothin' wrong by it."
"Well, I mean just what I said. Unless you
mend your ways the chances are that you won't
live forty-eight hours longer."
"I ain't goin' ter worry about it, anyhow," and
then Pete started to move slowly toward the bar,
where Barrow was stapding under the surveillance of Oheyenne Charlie.
Wild tho'!ght it would be a good idea to let
every one present know how young Welden had
been caught by· the five ruffians, so ·he now
turned to the man called Dutton, who was the
owner of the hotel, and said:
"I am sorry we took your boarder from you,
for I have an idea that y ou are the owner of
this place."
"That's right, kid," was the rather cool reply.
" But you needn't be sorry for doin' it, 'cause
he was paid up till Saturday, and I'm ahead
that much. I've got another man ter take his
berth. It seems to me," artd he looked a little
sharper at the young deadshot, "that you're all
right, after all, even though you ain't but a kid.
You sartlnly took ther starch out of' Pete, over
there. So that's how he got his hand hurt, eh?
You skinned it with a bullet."
•
"Yes, that's right, and if you will permit me,
I w:ill tell you just why I did it." •
"You have got ther floor, Young Wild West.
Proceed." .
Wild then, in as few words a s possible, related
just what had happened shortly before noon.
"I reckon everv fair-minded man here will
a!l'ree with me when I sa y l did exactly right,
except, probably, that I should have s hot down
the scoundrels ," he said, when he had fini shed
the narrative.
·
"Hooray!" 1,houted one of the miners, who had
been drinking a little too freely. "You . kin bet
your life yer dope jest what was right. I wouldu't

have blamed yer if you had cleaned up ther
whole bunch of 'em, either. Now, boys, let's
give three cheers for Young Wild West, ther
Cham'liion Deadshot."
The next minute the rafters of the building
were trembling as the bulk of the miners raised
their voices in a cheer.
"That's all right, gentlemen,.'' our hero said,
coolly. "I am used to that sort of thing . 1
don't know as I'm entitled to be cheered a whole
lot for what happened this morning. But I want
to tell you something more. Pl.'obably the majority of you know that Tom Welden, the boy
here, came to Black Jack to meet his uncle. You
also know that his uncle got shot in the back
and died just as the boy arrived. Well, it seemsthat Weiden's uncle had a pile of gold hidden
· somewhere, and five sneaking coyotes hanging
about there had an inkling of it. The)• got it
in their heads that the boy knew where the gold
was hidden, and th<>" no doubt filean to get hold
of it if they can. The fact is, that Tom Welden
doesn't know exactly where the gold is, or
whether there really is any or not. But I have
promised him to help him find it, so you can
put it down that we are going to do some gunning
for gold while we stay here in Black Jack."
As the la st was said the young deadshot shot
a meaning glance at Barrow.
"That's what I call talkin' straight from ther
shoulder!" exclaimed Dutton, and the!) he se~ed
our hero by the arm and pulled him to the
bar. "Come on an' have ther best in ther house,
Young Wild West. Come on, kid, an' you, too,"
nodding to Charlie.
It was right after this that Ted Barrow moved
toward the door a s though he meant to leave.
«where are you goin', Ted? " P ete a sked, s tarting after him . •
"I'm goin' ter work," was the reply. " Ain't
it about 'time? It's past one o'clock. "
"You don't mean to say that you would do any
work?" Wild asked, quickl y.
"Oh, sometimes I do. I've g·ot a claim here an'
I reckon I git enough dust •from it ter make a
livin'."
"Oh, I had an idea that you never did any
work."
" Wha t did you think I done, then? "
· " Well, I don't know as there's any need of me
telling you what I think about that just now.
Go on. If you're going to work it's a mighty good idea. Take your gang with you , and I hope
they will all go to work and make up their minds
to be straight in the future. Take m y advice
and don't bother your heads any more about the
gold Welden's uncle is s upposed to have hidden
in the old mine. y OU ought to be satisfied to
quit this part of the country, anyhow, for either
you or one of your gang shot the man."
"Well, I dont' min,1 tellin' yer that I shot Bill
Welden, but I done 'it to keep him from shootin'
me. He fired at me twice afore I let him have
ther lead pill what finished him. I kin prove
what I sa y, too. Here's a man right here what
seen ther whole thing."
He pointed to Dutton a s he spoke, who promptly gave a nod.
"Yes, I seen that much of it, but I didn't know
what it was about," he said, nodding- to our hero.
"I '1appened to be out back here a little distanc11
when I l1eanl some loud talkin'. It was Duttoa •
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for the caui'p near the brook. Hoke, the storekeeper, crossed the street with them, and he
was lavish in his praise of what they had done
in the sho1·t time they had been in Black Jack.
"I kin sorter see ahead a little in this game,"
he said, as they paused before the store. "Barrow
an' his gang sartinly mean ter find th'er gold
ther boy is .Jookin' for. If there's arty gold it
sartinly belongs to ther boy, 'cause his uncle
-must have hid it away. I was here when Bill
Welden cashed in his chips, an' I heard him tell
ther boy with my own ears that ther gold belonged to him, since he was ther nearest relative. Of course, I didn't intend ter take no part
in ther busines$, 'cause I'm runnin' ther store
here, an' as I told yer when yer first got here,
I manage ter git along without havin' no trouble
with any one. But I'm mighty glad you folks
has- got here, so you kin help ther boy out.
But you'll have ter do some gunnin', sure enough,
Young Wild West, 'cause you kin ,bet your life
that Barrow an' his gang wilt put up a fight even
though they do it in ther dark. It ain't likely
they'll do it in ther open, anyhow, 'cause they
know putty well that it wt>uld go hard with 'em
if they was ter attempt any stealin' an' be caught
at it. What they'll do will be done in ther <lark,
an' that's sartin."
"Well, you can 1:est assured that they won't
do a great deal, Mr. Hoke," our hero declaredl
as he turned and went on around the corner or
the building.
"Well, I'm satisfied that you understand your
business well enough ter git ther best of that
gang," and the storekeeper went inside.
Reaching the camp, Wild, Charlie and Weldon
found Jim and the .girls taking things easy.
"I see you have got your -gun," Arietta said,
CHAPTER V.-Shooting At A Mark.
as she smiled at Weldon.
"Oh, yes,'! was the reply. "Wild made Ted
Young Wild West did not feel like pushing matters too hard with the villains he had made Barrow give it up very easily. There was hardly
enemies of. He knew quite well that they would any trouble about it at all."
"Let me see it, please."
persist in finding the hidden gold, and that meant
The girl took it as he handed it to her and
that he would surely come in contact with them
nodded approvingly.
again, sooner or later.
"Well, Tom," he said to young Weldon, "I
"It's all right," she declared. "Are you a
reckon we'll go over to the camp and after we pretty good shot 7"
"Well, I won't say that I'm a good shot, but I
have been there a while you can take us over
can do pretty well at shooting at a mark."
to the abandoned mine, if you like."
"You can, eh? Well, suppose you show us how
"I'll be glad to do that, Wild," was the quick
well you can shoot this afternoon ? I am going
reply.
"All right, th~. About every one in the camp to ask Wild to take a walk, anyhow, pretty soon,
knows that we are going to gun for gold now, and you can go along."
so they won't be surprised at anything that may
· "I will only be too glad to show you what I
happen. Of course, I mean that we may have can do, Miss Arietta," the boy retorted, with a
to use our guns before we get the gold. It can smile. "But I am 5ure you can give me lessons
easily be guessed as to who we wiU use them in the art."
"Who has been telling you that I know anyupon, too."
"Ted Barrow and his gang," spoke up Dutton, thing about shooting?"
"No one in particular. But I have heard that
,
with a grin.
"You have got that just right," and the young you can shoot about as quick and straight as
the average man of the West."
deadshot smiled approvingly.
''\Veil, you must not believe everything you
Then, as was his usual custom, Wild inYited
hear," the girl said, laughingly.
all hands to have something at his expense.
"Boys," he said, as the invitation was accepted,
-Then she turned to her boy lover and added:
"I reckon you will be a little late in getting · "Shall we take a walk, Wild? I thought perback to your work, sine~ it is considerably after haps you wanted to go and see the abandoned
one o'clock. But it's all right. You can make mine."
"That's just. what I intend to do, Et," was the
up for it, I sup-pose."
When Wild had paid his bill the miners began retort. "I suppose we may as well go now as
piling out of the place, so there being nothing any other time. Who wants to go?"
"Why not all hands? I think thP. camn will he
else to keeo them there. our friends started back

an' Bill Welden what was doin' it. Then I seen
Welden pull a gun an' shoot. They wasn't very
close together at ther time, an' afore •I could git
around some trees ter . have a good view of itJ
I heard two more shots. Welden was runnin
for my hotel here, an' when he got putty close
to the:r door he dropped. Ther boy there," pointing to Tom, "had jest got here an' was in time
ter make himself known to his unc1e. That's
all I know about it. But it sartinly was what
I must call a fair deal, 'cause I know that Welden
·
fired ther first shot."
"Well, that is the first time I've heard it explained just how my poor uncle got killed," Tom
said, looking at the proprietor. "But I believe
what you say, Mr. Dutton, though I'm satisfied
that Uncle Bill would never have snot at the
scoundrel ·i f he hadn't thought his own life was
in danger. Barrow was trying to force him to
give ·up the gold he had hidden away, and I suppose he became · desperate."
"Well, I don't know nothln' about that part of
it," and the proprietor shook his head. "I won't
say as I've got any particular Iikin' for Ted or
any of his gang. If I was asked ter recommend
'em as bein' honest men, I wouldn't do it. They
know that well enough, so I don't care whether
it hurts their feelin's when they hear me say it
or not."
"Come on, Pete," said Barrow, abruptly, and
he promptly walked out.
Not -.nly did Pete follow hlm, but the other
three members of the gang went also, our friends
not attempting to stop them.
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safe," Jim Dart spoke up. "We can leave Wing
here to guard it, anyhow. He · certainly won't
allow any one to come here and interfere with
anything."
Then all hands left the camp. As they came
out upon the street, as it might be termed, the
only two persons they were able to see were
the proprietor of the hotel, who was sitting .on
the porch in the shade, and the storekeeper across
the way, who w.as standing in the doorway as
thoua-h looking for customers.
When they were less than a quarter of a mile
from the mine young Welden ·came to a halt and
said to Arietta: ~
"Straight ahead is the old mine, while off to the
left a short distance is the place the villains had
me when Wild appeared in time to save me from
being flogged ."
"Are we as close to that spot as all that?"
Arietta asked, interestedly. "Why, it seemed to
me that it must be further away."
"But you must remember that we have come
over a straight route," Wild spoke up. · "When
we came into the camp we had to go by a roundabout way on· account of the regular trail being
blocked by the earth and rociul that had tumbled
down from the cliffs above."
"Oh, yes, I should know that. Well, let's go
over there. Maybe it will be a good place to have
our little. shooting-match at."
"Well, we'll go there first, then," and the young
deadshot nodded and turned to the left.
The rest followed him, and soon ·came to the
hollow and stopped before the very sapling the
boy had -b een tied to. After a little conversation
concerning what had happened there, Welden
picked up a stone about the size of an apple and
walking over to a rock that fronted a rather
steep bank, called out:
"Here's the target I am going to shoot at. I'll
place it right here on top of this rock. Then I'll
walk away ten paces and see if I can hit it."
"Go ahead," Arletta answered, with a nod of
her head.
The boy placed the stone in the 1>osition he
wanted it, and then cootly paced the distance,
walking straight toward those in waiting.
"There," he said, "that's just ten paces. It
isn't very far, of course, but if I can hit the stone
five times out of site, I think I am doing well."
"Well, I reckon that will be good enough shootin' to wing one of ther gang what's after us, if
yer hapen ter git ther chance ter do it," the scout
observed, with a grim smile.
Tom now drew his revolver and, taking a careful aim, pulled the trigger. Crack! As the
report rang out the stone rolled from the rock.
"I hit it!" he exclaimed, jubilantly. "That is
pretty good shooting, isn't it?" ·
"Very good," Arietta replied.
Charlie ran and put the stone back upon the
rock , and th~n Welden fired five more shots, hitting it with each one.
"I reckon you needn't worry about how you
kin shoot, kid," the scout said, as he picked up
the stone for the sixth time. "It's all of thirty
feet from where you stood, an' that's what I call
mighty good."
.
"I know it's pretty good , and I'm proud of 1t.
But, you see, I have practiced quite a little," the
boy answered. .
.
.
"Well, I 11 see if I can do as well," Anetta said,

after a pause. "But I think I had better shoot
at something a little different. If Hop were here
I would ask him for a playing-card, so I might
shoot at the spots."
·
"Well, I've got an old pack in my pocket,"
Charlie answered, Quickly. "I don't never have
much use for .'em, 'cause Hop generally has all
sich things. But I found this deck layin' under a
tree ther other day; when we was lookin' for a
place ter camp. Some one had been there an'
must have took ther cards with 'em. Do you
want any particular one of ther cards, Arietta?"
"Well, I suppose a six-spot would answer the
purpose," was the reply.
"All right, here yer are. It's ther six of hearts.
Now, then, shall I hold it in my fingers while you
shoot?"
As the scout asked this Question · Welden gave
a violent start.
"You surely don't shoot that way, do you?"
he asked.
"I don't," Arietta answered, laughingly. "I
wouldn't want to try anything like that, because
I might hit Charlie's fingers. I think we'll put
a card up against the stone rou have been shooting at. That will do all right, I am sure."
The scout grinned and Quickly hastened to the
rock and placed the plaving-card in position.
Then Arietta drew her revolver and, taking a
Quick aim, fired. The card fell to the ground,
but when it was picked up it was seen that the
spot on the upper left-hand corner had <been
pierced by the bullet.
· "If you mean to hit all the spots on the card
I think it would be better to fasten it to this
tree here," Wild suggested.
"-That's what's ther matter!" Charlie exclaimed.
"I'll soon. put it there so it will stay there, too." ·
. He lost no time in doing this, and then paced
off the required distance for Arietta. She fired
five more shots, and all but one of them hit a
spot upon the. card. It was only by a narrow
margin that the one missed, too, but such shooting was altogether too much for Tom Welden.
"I couldn't begin to do that," he declared, shaking his head. "I might manage to hit the card
six times, but when it comes to shooting at such
small s pots as are on it, I couldn't do it."
"Well, I reckon you kin try," the scout said,
good-naturedly. "I'll put up ther ace of hearts
for yer. There's only one s pot on that, an we'll
see how near you kin come to hittin' it."
The boy tried, but failed to hit the spot more
than once.
"Well, you didn't do so bad," Oharlie declared.
"Now, then, suppose we let Wild try it. I'll
hold up a ·six-s pot for him ter shoot at."
"Never mind the six-spot, Charlie," the young
deadshot answered, quickl y. "I reckon a tre.y
will do. There is no need of wasting so many
cartridges."
"J est as you say," and the scout quickly found
the card desired.
Then he unhesitatingly stepped un close to the
tree and held up the card, while . the young deadshot walked over to the mark and drew a revolver. Jim and the girls looked on almost as
interested as Welden, though they had seen our
hero make such shots often. But there seemed
to be something about it that was daring, not
to sa y reckless , for if the bullet failed to go true
to the mark, Charlie was in da nger of beinir
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wounded. But the latter did not seem to · feel insteacling of a shdt running down, it's simply a
this way, for the look on his face showed that slantly passage that · ~oes under the cliff for
he was not disturbed at all, and the hand that about thirty feet. A small gallery branches off
held the card was as steady as a rock.
for about ten feet to the left, and there is an
"Are you ready, Charlie?'! Wild called out.
end of it."
"Yes," was the reply. "Let her go!"
"But now about the oak post you were speakUp went the .revolver, and almost instantly a ing about?"
.
eharp report rang out. It was the lower spot on
"That's what puzzles me. There are as many
the card that the bullet struck, and the sJ)ace · as half a dozen posts in there, which were, no
between it and the scout's thumb and forefinger doubt, put there to keep the roof from cavin,r
was scarcely more than an inch.
in. They all look alike to me. Perhaps you
"I forgot to say that I was going to hit the may be able to discover if one of them is an oak
bottom spot first, Tom," Wild said, with a smile. post."
"No.w, then, this time I'm going to hit the top
"I r~on I kin tell that in a jiffy," .the scout
one."
spoke up. "I've been in ther woods enough times
"You can do it," came the reply.
ter know oak from somethin' else. Come on.
Again Charlie held up the card, and once more We'll mighty soon find out about it, an' if we
the revolver cracked.
come across ,one oak post ther thing to do is
Sure enough, the top spot was almost entirely ter dig around it."
obliterated by the bullet.
·
They all became very much interested now, and
"Now, then, for the center one," the young reaching the mouth of the mine they peered in and
deadshot said, smilingly.
saw several upright beams, as the boy liad said.
The instant the card was held stationary he
"Charlie, go in with Tom and take a look
pulled the trigger again and the bullet, true tQ a-rouna. The rest of us will stay dUtside and
th!\ mark, cut a hole through the third spot. ·
watch for our enemies. The more I think about
"Well, I think that I'm badly, in need of a it the more I am convinced that they are somefew lessons in shooting," the boy declared, as he where about.-"
!jmiled at Arietta. "You certainly can teach me
"All right," was the reply, and then the scout
a whole lot, but it seems that Wild can teach started down into the black hole before them.
you a little."
.
Welden went after him, unhesitatingly, and
"Oh, of course," the girl retorted, in a matter- soon the two were lost from view. But
of-fact way. "I have never yet seen any one who could see that Charlie was using matches, they
couldn't be taught by Wild. He is the Champion occasionally a light showed .from the interiorfor
of
Deadshot of the West, you know."
the mine. In about ten minutes the scout and
"Hold on, Et," our hero spoke up, laughingly. the boy came out.
"It's bad enough to hear others talk like that,
"There's six posts in there an' ·every one of
without you saying it. I haven't the least doubt . 'em is oak," Charlie declared, shaking his head.
that there are plenty of men and boys scattered "It sorter seems ter me as t)1ough it's a puzzle
about the country who can shoot as well, if not we've run into."
better, than I can."
"Why not dig around all of them, then ? " sug"Well, I should have said that we have _never gested Arietta.
met any such," she corrected.
"Well, it looks very much as though ther blam!jWell, I am not going to get a swelled head ed old roof would cave in if that was done."
over it, even if you are right. Now then, Tom,
"It surely would," declared Tom, shaking his
tlo you think you would like to try to shoot at head. "There are evidences of it having done
a card if I were to hold it up for you?"
so to a slight degree already."
"No" came the quick reply. " I wouldn't think
"Tom," said Wild, after thinkin~ for a moof doi~g such a thing. But I am not afraid to ment, "can you remember the exact words of
hold one up to you, though."
your uncle when he spoke about the oak- beam?"
"Well, you need not do it just now. I think
"Well, I am not sure whether I can or not. But
we have wasted enough ammunition in this way, it seems to me he said something like 'The oak
110 we'll take a walk over to the old mine."
post to--' Those were really the last words he
spoke."
"Well, that might mean a whole lot, then. He
might have· meant the one to the right or to the
CHAPTER VI.-A Sneaking Attack.
left, or possibly the one toward the further end
of the mine or to the entrance. I reckon the
They had reached the top of a ridge of rocks, only way we will ever find the gold is to try
and something like a couple of hundred feet ahead them, one at a time, making sure to place
was an almost square opening in the face of them on a solid footing as fast as we get through
the cliff. Outside it lay a decaying post and an the search, until we have found the right o{)e."
old rusty chain, which told quite well that some"That's it," and the boy, clapped his hands dething in the way of mining work had once been lightedly. "You know how to do it, Wild."
going on there.
"Let's go in and see how it looks inside the
"Yes, that's the mine," Tom said. "From what old mine," suggested Arietta, turning to Anna
I've heard say it was abandoned nearly a year and Eloise. ·
ago. The men who were working it failed to get
"You can see nothin' in there, so you had betenough out to pay them for the trouble after ter wait till we git a lantern," Charlie answered,
they had used dynamite and picks and sl;ovels for quickly.
·
a month. Others had tried it, too, smce that,
"Well, we needn't go all the way. Come on,
but it seems there's nothing in the way of pay- arirls."
dirt there. It isn't a very deep mine. ~ither, and
Arietta usually had her way about things, ancl

•
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feeling that there wc.,uld be no danger attached to
it, Anna and Eloise quickly followed her into the
opening·. The three had barely got inside when
l1alf a dozen revolver · shots sounded close at
hand. The bullets flattened against the rocks
near where our friends were standing, but fortunately none of them were hit.
"The scoundrels are after us!" Wild exclaimed.
"Get to cover!"
He grabbed Welden by the arm as he spoke
and quickly di:agged him behind a rock.
Crack! crack. Two more shots sounded, but
by this time all four of them were out~f danger.
"This is what you can call gunninl!!" for gold,
all right, Wild said, in his cool and easy way, as
he peered over a boulder in the direction the
shots had come from. "We have got to do some
shooting before we ever get the gold your uncle
hid in the mine, Tom. Now, just keep cool.
Don't get rattled and you needn't bother about
shooting, either, for I reckon we can do enough .
of itlo!to settle accounts with the villains if they
will only show themselves long enough."
Tom .was certainly a startled boy just then.
His face had turned quite pale, but he nodded
his head when the young deadshot spoke to him.
They all waited patiently for a period of five
minutes. But no more shots were fired, and
presently Arietta called out from the mine:
"Is everything all right, Wild?"
"Yes, Et," was tne reply. "But stay right
where you are a little longer. The villains were
hiding about the vicinity, as I supposed. They
opened fire on us, but it seems that none of them
were good enough marksmen to do any damage. j
We are waiting for them to show themselves,
that's all."
"Well, they won't show themselves, not if you
have hidden yourselves."
"You can't tell about that. Just stay there
until I tell you to come out."
"All right, Wild."
Another five minutes passed, and then Charlie
happened to catch a glimpse of some moving
figures a couple of hundred yards .away. He could
not see distinctly, for they were out of sight behind some rocks almost instantly. But he felt
certain that the ruffians had decided it was best
to make their escape.
"There they go, boys!" he exclaimed. "They
have been sneakin' away kinder slow like, an'
now they're· runnin' like anything."
"CouW you see them well enough to make out
who they were?" Wild asked, as he arose from
behind the 1·ock and walked over to the scout.
"No, I couldn't. I caught a glimpse of a yaller
shirt, thoug·h. One of 'em had a yaller shirt on,
you know."
"Well, I suppose there are plenty of miners
who wear yellow shirts, so that doesn't signify
much. Well, we wont take them to account for
it, for I want to be sure of them before I do
anything like that. We might put out a few
}1ints, though, when we see them the next time."
"Wouldn't it be a g·ood idea to go and find
out where Barrow and his gang are'/" Jim Dart
asked.
"Yes, I think it wquld, Jim. We will do that.
.We'll let the old mine go for the present and take
a stroll around where the miners are working
their claims. We haven't any pick or shovel here,
and we need a lantern, too, so there's no use of

'

thinking of diggin'g for the gold just now: We
can come back later in the afternoon, or· we can
leave it until to-morrow morning."
Tom Welden seemed to be perfectly satisfied
with this arrangement, so our hero called for
the girls to •come out of the mine. When they
did so matters were quickly explained to them,
and then all hands promptly started to leave
the spot. Charlie led tl\e way in the direction he
had seen the men disap_pear, and soon they came
to the spot. But there was no one there now, of
course. Evidently the villains did not deem it
advisable to wait. in ambush for our friends. A
little further on two men were at work washing
pans of dust in the little brook. But they were
honest fellows, no doubt, for the moment they
saw the party coming they arose to their feet
and one of them called out:
"What's all ther shootin' been about?"
"Oh, we were shooting at a mark," Wild answered, quickly.
"You was sartinly pepperin' away there, one

time."

"Yes, that's right. Tom Welden wanted a
lesson in shooting, though I will say that he is
a pretty good pupil at it as it is. We showed
hi~ a little fancy shootnig, that's all. But say,"
and the boy looked at the pair questioningly,
"have you seen anything of Ted Barrow or any
of his gang in the last few minutes?"
"No," they both answered in something like
surprise.
"Well, do you know whether or not Barrow
owns a claim?"
"Yes, he's got a claim all right, but it's mighty
seldom he ever does any work on it. I've heard
say it pans out putty good, too. But he's sich
a lazy feller that he's satisfied ter git out enough
dust ter keep him goin'."
"Where is his claim?"
"It's ;i\bout ten minutes' walk from here. Jest
foller ther creek along ~n• you'll come to it.
Ther number on ther post is nineteen."
"Oh, thank you!"
"Has. Ted been up ter any of his tricks ag'in?"
one of the miners questioned.
"Wie haven't seen him since he left the hotel
this afternoon."
"Oh!"
Then thev all walked on, and the two men
resumed their work. They passed several other
miners on the way, but merely spoke to them
casually, for they knew if the first two had not
seen the villains the chances were that the others
surely had not. Some wanted to know what the
shooting was about, and Wild gave the same explanation as he had done when first asked.
At length they came to Claim 19. There was
no one to~be seen there, so after walking around
a few minutes they went on along the bank to the
brook, and soon found themselves very clo ·e to
their own camp. But in order to get there they
would have to leave the brook .and walk a couple
of hundred yards to the left, since there was a
high cliff the1·e that overlooked the shanties of
the mining camp.
They took it alo.ng leisurely, and soon were
walking up the sandy thoroughfare between the
two irreg:ular lines of shanties. As they came to
the store, Hoke suddenly appeared in the doorway and beckoned, in a rather mysterious way;
for them to come insi<le,,
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"Feel as though vou ,'l'ant to buy something,
girls?" the young deadshot asked, as he turned
smilingly to them. "W~'ll go in, anyhow."
This they did, and the moment he was inside
the door the proprietor caught Wild by the arm
and led him to the rear of the store.
"Say," hi:! said in a whisper, "I've got somethin' ter tell yer. One of Ted Barrow's crowd
-left here jest about ten minutes ago. What do
yer s'pose he bought?"
"I haven't the least idea," Wild answered,
coolly. "What did he buy?"
"Five Remington rifles," was the reply. "Of
course, I have 'em ter ·sell here, an' it ain't my
business not ter let any one have 'em when he's
got ther price ter pay for 'em."
"Of course not. So he bought five rifles, eh 7"
"Yes, an' five boxes of U. M. C. cartridges to
go with 'em."
"You were lucky to have that many on hand."
"Well, that's right. I ain't been sellin' much
in ther way of rifles since I've been opened. I
bought a dozen at ther start, an'. I've got two
on hand yet. Most of ther men around here don't
ever want a rifle. They're satisfied ter have a
good gun." ·
"That's right, though I suppose some of them
feel like going hunting once in a while. There
ought to be plenty to shoot up on the mountainside."
"Oh, yes, some of 'em does that. But . most
of them what does has rifles of their own, so
they don't have to buy none of me, But what I
was tellin' yer this for is 'cause I thought maybe
. it might have somethin' ter do with you folks.
What does that gang want of rifles, I'p like to
know?"
"To shoot us with, I suppose," and the young
deadshot laughed, as though it was more of a Joke
than anything else.
"Yer take it mighty cool when you say it,
Young Wild West."
"Well, that's my way of taking things. I
haven't the least doubt but that" the fellow bought
the rifles for the express purpose of downing me
and my partners. Probably they might have an
idea of doing the same thing · to Tom Welden.
But it makes no difference what they have in
view. They are not going to do it,....Mr. Hoke."
"Not if you know it, I'll bet."

OHAPTER. VII.-The Gang "Go Broke.'"
Barrow's gang went away around among the
rocks, too, and it took them some time to reach
a place where they thought they would be safe
to get upon their feet and made a run for it.
Once they found they had placed a small grove
of trees between them and the spot they felt
somewhat relieved.. and turned strail:('ht for the
mining camp, not caring to follow the brook along
to where the claims lay.
"Boys, what we want .now is rifles an' some
masks, so we kin cover our faces an' not be recognized," said Barrow, when he thought they were
quite safe from being seen by our friends. "We'll
go right on to my shanty an' then we'll see
what kin be done. I don't know how much money
you fellers has got, but I ain't got a whole lot
myself."
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"None of us ain't very well fixed in that way,
I reckon," one of them said, forcing a laugh.
"Well, never mind about that. Hurry along
now, an' we'll git to ther shantv an' soon find
out."
It happened that the shanty ·owned by Barrow
lay close to that end of the camp, and in a very
short time the five villains reached it.
"Now, then," he said,- as he felt in his pockets,
"let's see how much money we kin raise. We've
got ter have rifles. You all know as well as I do
that there's a lot of gold hid somewhere in that
old mine. It's got to be ours, even if we have
ter kill all them what tries ter keep us from
gittin' it."
He gave a nod and looked real savage as he
said this, and then he brought forth- a handful of
silver coins.
"I thought I had a twenty-dollar gold-piece
somewhere," he declared, as he again dove into
his pocket. "Oh, here she is! Now, then, let's
see what you have got, boys."
They all produced what money they had, and
it did not take the leader lon;r to satisfy himself
that they had more than sufficient to p_urchase a
rifle apiece.
"Pete," said he, nodding to the man who still
had the rag about his right hand, "I'll appoint
you a committee of one. ter go over to ther store
an' buy ther rifles. Git a box of cartridges for
each one, too. We want to be fitted out right.
you know."
"Well, I ain't afraid ter go," was the reply.
"Give me ther money."
It seemed that Barrow knew exactly what the
rifles sold fore for he counted an amount he said
would be sumcient for both rifles and ammunition, and then Pete started for the store. They
all looked anxiously out of the window that was
in the end of the shanty toward the old mine, b_u t
seeing no one coming, they .sat down and started
to play cards. Pete did not stay very long at the
store. He had made his purchases quickly, and
when he appeared with the rifles the faces of
his companions lighted up with satisfaction.
"Here yer are. I took most of ther rifles Hoke
had in ther store," he said. "I reckon they're
putty good ones, th.:>'i:igh some of 'em has turned
a bit rusty from bein' there so long."
• "A little oil will fix 'em up mighty quick," one
of them declared. "Ted, I reckon you have got
some oil here, ain't yer ?"
"Yes, I've got plenty," was the reply. "I'll git
it right away."
He arose from the table and soon pt·ocured a
bottle that was partly filled with what "they
wanted, and then he was allowed to make the
first selection from the five rifles. Ilut there were
all about alike and of the same manufacture, so
it did not take him long to select one. Then the
others each took one, and the oil and some old
rags were brought into requisition. They worked
-r apidly at putting the weapo11s in order, and then
the boxes of cartridges were opened and the
magazines filled.
"There!" exclaimed Pete, as he turned ar.d looked out of the door. "I reckon we're all right for
'em now. But, hello! there goes Young Wild
West an' his crowd now. As I live, they're stoppin' right at yo1J.1' claim, Ted." ·
"Look.in' for me, I s'pose," -waR the reply, ·;,hile
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his face whitened a little. "Well, if Young Wild
West wants me let him come here. I reckon he'll
git more than he wants, for I'm ready for him
now. He carries a rifle, an' so do I; an' maybe
he kin shoot a tittle straighter than I kin. But
if he gits close enough, if I don't bring him down
at ther first shot I never want ter pull another
trigger."
The others nodded at this, showing that it
nerved them to hear their leader talk in that
way. They all watched our hero and his companions, and when they saw them coming almost
directly toward the shanty the door was closed
and they watched from the window. It was with
a sigh of relief that they saw -them turn and go
directly toward the heart of the camp. They
could see them as they stopped at the store, and
then they all looked at each other rather uneasily.
"S'pose Hoke tells 'em about me buyin' ther
rifles," said Pete.
"What will he do that for?" one of the others
asked. "It ain't likely he'll think anything about
it."
"Well, let him tell him if he 'l>'ants ter. I've
always thought that Hoke was an right, but if I
find that he is tryin' ter help Young Wild West
along any he had better look out!" exclaimed-Barrow, his eyes flashing.
They watched, and then they saw the girls come
out, looking at the things they had bought and
apparently chatting and laughjng, they decided
- that the chances were that Hoke had said nothing about the purchase Pete had 1")ade.
"Well, boys," said the leader, after he had
remained in thought for a full minute, "I'm putty
sartin that they didn't see us, so they ain't got no
proof that it was us what fired at 'em. Ther
best way ter do this business is ter put on a
bold front. If thev tackle us about ther shoo.tin'
we kin swear that we wasn't nowhere up that
. way, .an' that we was in my shanty playin' poker
all ther time. Now, then, we'll go over too ther
hotel."
After he had talked a while about the
gold they were going to fight for, he plucked up
sufficient courage to leave the shanty, and then
the rest followed. They all walked along leisurely, and when they entered the barroom of the
-hotel they were more than pleased to find IIop
Wah there. The clever Chinese was engaged in .
throwing dice with Dutton, the proprietor. The
latter had taken a strong notion to Hop, and he
had kept him there solely through the interest
he had shown ,in him.
Of course, they had a drink now and then,
and finaly Hop suggested that they ·throw dice.
Having been warned about the Chinaman's cleverness, Dutton did not mean to lose an y great
amount of money. But he had agreed to roll
the dice for a dollar a cast. They had ali-eady
thrown three times, and Dutton was the winner
of each throw. Consequently he felt greatly
elated, and when he saw the !;>ad gang coming
in, his face fell, for no doubt he thought the
game might be broken up. But instead of looking troubled over it, Hop evinced great pleas ure
when he saw the villains.
"Wantee chuckee dice ? 11 he aswed, .-miling
blandly at them.
"What are you chucking for, Dutton?" Barrow

a. keel, not paying ny attention to the Chinaman's query.
The villains had let:t the rifle. at the shanty,
since thev did not care to be seen carrying them
about just then, so there was nothing about them
any more suo-gestive than usual.
"Well, I was jest passin' ther time away by
chuckin' a few games with Hop for a dollar a
chuck," the proprietor answered.
"Well, that jest suits me, 'cause I 'ain't got
very many dollars. Kin I come in?"
"If Hop is willin', I s'pose so."
"Me no care if evelybody comee in, so be," the
cleve1· Chinese spoke op.
·
All five of the rascals were inveterate gamblers,
and even though they had very little money they
were eager to get into the game.
They lined up to the little bar, and then each
fished out a dolar and Dutton started it off. As
the three little cubs rolled out and came to a
stop, fourteen showed up.
"That's mighty good!" Bai-row exclaimed, as
he took up the leather cup and placed the dice in
it. "I reckon you stand a putty good chance of
winnin' ther pot, Dutton."
"Well, I'be been putty lucky so far," was the
reply.
Barrow rolled the dice' out, but lost. Then the
o': her four took their turns, but failed to come
up to the proprietor's throw. It was Hop's turn
last, and as he picked up the dice to place them
in the cup he nodded to Barrow and said:
"Me betteee ~·ou five dollee lat me chuckee more
lan fourteen."
"Yer will, eh? Well, heathen, it's a go."
Out came th, five dollars, and Hop quickly
covered it. Then he smiled tantalizingly at the
leader of the gang and added:
"M:e bettee you ten dollee me chuckee more Ian
fifteen."
"Yer will, eh? Wei, let me see if I've got as
much money as that left. If I have I'll bet yer."
He found he did not have Quite that amount,
but feeling that he had a sure thing of it he put
up what he had, which was eight dollars and
seventy-five cents.
"Allee light," s.aid Hop, nodding his head. "Me
puttee uppee ten. Me no care if me lose."
Then, instead of putting the dice they had
been throwing into the cup, he placed three of
its own in it, which were so nearly like the others
in appearance that it would be hard to detect the
difference. But Hop's dice were not the regular
kind, since they only contained fives and sixes.
He was sure of winning the first wager he had
made, but should he ha-ppen to throw three fives
he would lose the second one. However, he was
quite willing to take the chance, and rattling
the dice in the cup thoroughly he rolled them out
upon the bar before the yes of -them all.
" Seventeen!" exclaimed Duttpn, his eyes opening wide-. "Ted, Hop not only wins ther pot, but
he wins both ther bets he made with yer, too."
"Yes, that's right," was the retort, with a shrug
of the shoulders. "Ther heathen is sartinly
mighty lucky."
"Velly muchee lucky, so be," Hop declared,
blandlv. as he reached for the pot.
"I s'pose you're so lucky you think you could
beat fourteen ag'in? Ted asked.
"Lat light. Me bettee me do lat velly muchee
quickee."
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wanted to wait until they opened hostilities them"In the first chuch ?"
selves, and then he would show them what he
"Yes, in um first chuckee."
Banow turned to his companions and quickl y could do in the "gunning" line. They where
watching when they came out, and thinking that
barrowed ten dollars from them.
"There yer are," he said, putting it on the bar. they might be going over to the abandoned mine,
"Cover that an<l then let me see yer beat fourteen they kept an eye on them until they saw them
at ther first chuck. If yer <lo ther money is 1·each Barrow's cl.aim.
"Blamed if they ain't goin' ter work," Cheyenne
.
youi:s, an' if you don't, I git it."
The Chinaman smile<l sweetly at him and quick- Charlie said, shaking hL head and looking surprised.
ly put up the required amount.
"That's rather strange," our hero declare<l.
Then he rattled the dice in the cup and rolled
"Suppose we take a walk over to Dutton's an<l
out sixteen.
"Velly muchee easy," he declared, a s he scooped find out what they were doing while they were
the money toward him. "You gottee some mo1·e there."
'Can I go with you, Wild?" Tom Welden asked . ._
.
money?"
"Certainly. Come on."
"Well, boys," said the leader, haking his head
Charlie was ready to go, too, so the three
in disgust, "he sa1·tinly can't do that every time.
No man livin' couldn't beat fourteen right along. promptly left the camp and made their way leisGit out what money you've got an' we'll play urely to the hotel. They found no one there but
the proprietor, his bartender and Hop. Dutton
him till we win."
ChinaBut it was not much money they had between had started to throw dice again with thesince
he
them. All they could rake ul) was about twelve man, and Hop was doing it squarely,
dollars. However, they were quite willing to risk did not care to win anything from him. clever
"Whattee mattee, Misler Wild?" the
it, since they all felt absolutely sure that the
Chinaman could not possibly throw higher than Chinese asked, as the young deadshot entered the
fourteen three times in succession. But they did room.
"Nothing that I know of," was the reply. "What
not know that he was using trick dice, of course.
·
Hop covered the money, and this time he rolled is the matter with you?"
"Mee chuckee dicee, so be."
out three sixes. The men had lost all they po15"I see you are," and then turning to Dutton,
sessed now, and they felt rather sore over it.
"That's what I call mighty tough luck," the fel- Wild quickly added: "If you do much gambling
low called Bob said, shaking his head sadly. "We with the heathen you'll be the loser. I advise
you to quit."
ain't got enough ter buy a drink."
"Well, that'll all right. I'm jest dofn' it to pass
Hop changed the trick dice for the ones that
belonged in the cuo, and then stood waiting to away ter time. Hop seems to be putty square
about it, 'cause I'm a couple of dollars ahead.
find out what they meant to do next.
"Dutton," said Barrow, suddenly, as hi turned We're only chuckin' for a dollar corner but a
to the proprietor, "if you will lend me fifty dol- little while ago there was some fun here. 'Barrow
ter
lars I'll agree ter pay you back by to-morrow an' his crowd. come in here an' they wanted five
night. If I don't have it in cas h, I'll give it to git into ther game. Hop wasn't more than thev
minutes in cleanin' 'em out of every cent
ye1· in gold-dust."
"Can't do it, Ted," was the reply. "I ain't in had. They've all gone over ter Barrow's claim
ter see if they kin dig out some dust so they
that line of business, an' you know it."
"If you'll let me have fifty dollars I'll give kin tackle him ag'in to-night."
"Oh, that is why they have gone to work, eh?"
yer a hundred for it to-morrow night."
and our hero turned to Charlie and Welden.
" No, I won't let yer have a dollar."
"They had a good reason for doing it, it seems,"
The villain grew angry first, but he · quickly
cooled down, and then turning to his companions the latter observed, with a smile. "Went broke '
· eh?"
he said:
"Yes, they sartinly went broke," Dutton de"Come on, boys, we we'll go over to that claim
of mine. If we can't fish out a few dollars' clared with a grin. "I reckon Hop must have
worth of dust between now an' sunset I never cheated 'em, too, though I don't jest know how
want ter go ter work again. I'm going ter buck he done it. He was takin' an awful chance
tha t Chinaman at his own game jest a s long as 'cause he was betti n' he could beat fourteen ever;·
time he chlilcked."
l·e ·n las t."
"Well, no doubt if you . aw the dice he used
"' K" ;-•av allee night, so be," Hop declared,
smiling Llandly. "You gittee more J<"Old-dust and you would think it v ery ea y," Wild decl~red.
"Lat light, Mis ler Wild," Hop said me~kly.
J m~ uea cee 10urteen evely timee. Me velly s martee
"O~ course, · it's 1·ight. Just show Mr. Dutton
1..,J1111E,se. "
Then · the five ruffians left the hotel and made the dice Y~>U used in order to fleece the rascal!l
• traignt for Barrow's claim. They were going out of their mone v."
. Without the las"t J,e,-ita tion Hop produced the
to do a little work, for they had a purpose in
dice. At first the pro prietor <lid not see anything
view now.
wrong about them , buL when Wild told them
to look over closely he _gave a sudden start and
exclaimed:
CHAPTER VIII-The Gold I - F ound.
"Well, that beats me! No wonder he could
beat fourteen. Why, ther least he could chuck
Young Wild West and the others at the camp is fifteen. Say, but them is great dice Hop"
·
'
"Velly nicee dicee, so be."
w w the five villains when thev we nt into the
J1otel. But the young dead. hot ·did not think it
. "I reckon they are. Yer ain't got any more
tdvisable to interfere with them just then. He hke 'em, have yer?"
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"Me gottee some mo1·e."
"Well, I'll giYe yer fifty dollars for them thre~."
Hop did not pay any attention to the offer, but
soon produced from his pocket as many as a dozeu
of the little cubes. They were all different sizes,
too, so he might readil y pick the three he wanted
to match those that were being used . It happened
that he had another set the same size he had
used, so he pushed them over to Dutton and said:
"Me makee you um plesent of um dicee."
"What! Do yer mean that, Hop?"
"Lat alleee light. Me gittee plenty more when
we go to Denver or Santa Fe. Maybe me buy
in Plescott, too."
"Mr. Dutton," said Wild, with a smile, a s he
looked the man squarel y in the face, " If I were
y<,u I wouldn't use those dice to beat any one
out of their money. That is what I call very unfair, and no man wl:!.o . has an y principle about
him would use much means to win money."
"I hope yer didn't think I was goin' ter do
anything like that with ther dice, Young Wild
West," the man retorted, his face flushing. "What
I want 'em for is ter fool some people. I ain't
an awful lot at gamblin', anyhow, an' I'll give
yer my word tha_t I'll never use them dice ter
git a man's money away from him, 'cause I know
it would be nothin' more than stealin'."
"Oh, all right, then. If you simply want them
to mystify people in the way of a trick, you certainly have the right to do it. But take my advice and don't throw any more dice with Hop.
It seems to me that he has been drinking a little
too much, and just to keep him s'ober I am going
to take him for a little walk. Come on, Hop."
"Where you go, Misler Wild?" the Chinaman
asked, showing that he was perfectly will~ng to
do a.s he was told.
"Well, we are going over to the old mine, where
the gold is supposed to be hidden. You can run
back to the camp and Ket a pick and shovel and
a lantern. Tell Jim and the girls what we are
going to do. If they feel like coming over they
can do so."
"The Chinaman nodded and quickl y left the
place. Wild, Charlie and Welden waited until
they saw him coming back with the implemen ts
he had been sent for. Then Jim and the girls
quickly appeared, showing how interested they
were in searching for the gold. Welden was
delighted at the chance of having another look
for the wealth his uncle was supposed to have
left in the old mine. He expressed himself very
freely about it, too, and hurriedly led the way
over the rough path to the place tliey were heading for. From the top of the big rock Charlie
was able to see the five villains at work on the
claim over a quarter of a mile away.
"They won't bother us jest now," he said, with
a shrug of his shoulders , "so I reckon we kin go in
an' have a good look."
The lantern was lighted, and then all but Jim
and Eloise went inside, for Wild decided that
one or two should remain outside, as there -was no
telling but that the villains might have seen them
come there.
"Well, Et," the young deadshot said, as _he
swung the pick he had brought into the mme
with him, "I reckon we'll dig at the foot of the
oak post to the left. That holds the ground from
caving in upon the little gallery that runs that
way. We'll see what's there."

The post in question was Quite close to the earth
and rock, and as the young deadshot began picking away, the particles of stone and dirt began
rolling down at his feet.
"Seems to be pretty soft here," he observed.
"Let me· have tlie shovel, Charlie."
The scout promptly handed it to him, and then
he thrust it into the small opening he had made.
Much to his surprise, the shovel went on through
and there was a rattling of earth and pieces or1
stone. He had to jump back to keep from being
partly buried in it, and with an exclamati on of
surprise he stared at the big hole that had suddenly showed up.
"It looks to me as though we have struck the
right place, Tom," he said, smiling at Welden.
" If I am not mistaken, there is a sort of passage
running through there. Just take a look. I can
see daylight, too."
"It is a kind of passage," Welden declared,
his eyes opening wide in amazeme nt.
"Velly muche passage," Hop said; smiling in
a cheerful sort of way. "You findee um gold in
lere, Misler Wild."
"All right, Hop," was the reply. "I will look
and see how near you are right."
Unhesitat ingly the boy pushed aside more of
the dirt, and then crept into the hole. As he
stepped over a 1>0rtion of rock he found himself in "'
a passage. Before his eyes was a nail-keg, fairly
bulging wi.th goll!en nuggets and dust. The sight
of this was amazing even to Young Wild West,
who was used to seeing all sorts of things.
"Hurrah! " he cried, turning and looking back
at his companio ns. "I have found it, Tom. Here
is the treasure that was hidden here by your
uncle!"
Welden crept hurriedly through · the aperture
and when he beheld the keg of gold he trembled1
with excitemen t, and for the space of a few
seconds was unable to speak;. Arietta felt so delighted over it that she ran to the mouth of the
sloping shaft and called to Jim and Eloise to
come inside.
"Have you found it?" Jim a sked.
"Yes, yes!" she answered , "Come on in."
"Well, I reckon it will be safe for us to do
that, though the five rascals have left the claim
already and seem to have gone back to the camp.
Come on, Eloise. We will go and see this wonderful treasure."
He shot another glance toward the spot where
Barrow and his men had lately disappear ed from.
and then led his sweethea rt into the mine, following close after Arietta.
A minute later he was peering through the
aperture, where Charlie had followed Wild and
young Welden.
"How did you manage to find it, Wild?" Jim
a sked, his eyes dilating, for he could see right
away that it was no small amount of dust and
nuggets.
.
"Well, I don't know unless it was by accident,•
was the reply. "I was digging-b y the side of the
oak post when there was a sort of cave-in, and
then we found the gold. But the queerest part of
it is that there is daylight in here. It is sort
of passage that leads outside somewher e."
"You will have to explore that and see where
it leads to," was the suggestio n.
"Yes, I'll do that in a few minutes."
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"How are we going to get the keg out?" Welden asked, as though he was puzzled.
"Well, it won't make a great deal of difference
if we don't get it out," our hero answered with
a smile. We can take the gold and let the keg
stay here. It is not necessary to take it all
... t at once, you knok."
"Oh, I never thought of that."
"Well, while you are getting ready to carry
it out I will go on _through this passage and see
where it brings me too."
"I'm goin', too," Charlie spoke up.
"All right," was the reply. "Come on."
Then the two started through the passage,
which ran in a zizzag fashion. They did not have
to go more than thirty feet before they found
themselves upon quite a wide ledge that ran
along before the rear side of the rather high
ridge. Wild looked around and quickly saw a
place where they may ascend to the top.

CHAPTER IX-Outwitting the Mine Plotters.
Though Ted Barrow and his men had really intended to sift dirt for gold-dust that afternoon,
they quickly changed their minds when they saw
Young Wild West and his friends heading for
the old mine, the Chinaman who had fleeced
them out of their money going with them.
"Boys," said the leader, as he gave a knowing
nod, "I reckon now is our time ter settle this business. We've got ter have ther gold what's hid
in that hole in ther cliff over there, so we had
better quit work right now .an' sneak on them
people. Come on. Let ther picks an' shovels
be right J.. .-e, an' we'll git over to my shanty in
a hurry. Then we'll put masks on our faces an'
sneak quietly up there. If we can only manage
ter git 'em all into ther mine I reckon it will be
easy enough ter fix 'em."
They were all willing to undertake the task, so
they quickly left the spot and hurried to Barrow's
sha.nty. Once there they hurriedly made masks
to wear over . their faces, and then taking the
new rifles they had purchased they left the shanty
and began making their way cautiously toward
the mine. It was not a great while be{ ore they
got near enough to see Jim and Eliose sitting
near the mouth of the shaft. · But even then
they kept on creeping up until they got within
a couple of hundred yards of it. Then they saw
Arietta appear and call the boy and girl inside.
"Well, what do yer think of that?" Barrow exclaimed, ·d elightedly. ."I reckon they're all in
there now, so it's about time we got up there.
Come on, boys."
They now dropped the caution they had been
using and huriedly scrambled over the rocks,
making straight for the spot. But they were
forced to go around a little on account of the
roughness of the way, so it took them probably
three or four minu\es before they came to a spot
near where they had opened fire on our friends
that morning. No one was outside the shaft,
so after waiting .a short time, the leader suggested that they go ahead and take up their
station near it, so they might wait for Y ouf)g
' Wild West and the others when they started
to leave the mine. If they had had the lea1,;t idea
that they were being watched, they, of course,
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would never have done such a thing. But they
did not know that Young Wild West was hiding
behind a rock ne~r the top of the cliff, and less
than forty yards from them at that very minute.
Wild had directed the scout to go back through
the P!!,Ssage and tell the rest to stay right where
they were, and then return and help him treat
the villains to a genuine surprise. The - boy
watched them with a look of amusement on his
face, as he waited patiently for the scout to
come back. It was not long before he heard
him coming, and looking around the corner of the
rock he saw him, with Jim close behind him. He
waved his hand to them to come on, and then
unhesitatingly crept around the rock and down
toward the villains who had formed the hasty
plot against them. Down he went until he was
within twenty feet of them, and then he crept
ove.r a fissure and paused.
Charlie and Jim kept on coming, for they knew
that everythiRg must be all right by the manner
in which the young deadshot had acted. Meanwhile Wild got into a comfortable position and
listened to what the villains were talking about.
They appeared to be in a great state of agitation,
and held their rifles ready to open fire the
moment any one appeared from the dark opening before them. Wild Jay on the slanting rock,
watching ~e excited mine plotters, a smile on
hi1; face. The villains were expecting trouble
to come from the mine, and they never thought
to look behind them.
"They oughter be comin' out soon," he heard
one of them say, in a hoarse whisper. "Kin it be
that they've found ther gold ? "
"I hope they .have," a voice which the boy
knew quite well belonged to the leader ianswered. "If they've found it it will save us ther
trouble of doin' any more huntin' for it. We've
got 'em <le.ad ter rights, boys, an' yer want ter
make sure of Youtlg Wild West an' his pard;
when they show up. Shoot ther kid down, too,
buf !Dok out for ther gals. There ain't no use
of hurtin' them. Maybe thev'll be so thankful
ter us if we spare their lives that they'll fall in
love with some of us."
·
Barrow gave a chuckle as he said this, but the
rest did not seem to be inclined to laugh any.
They were so uneasy that they could not keep
still. Meanwhile, Cheyenne Charlie and Jim
Dart reached a hollow among the rocks directly
at the feet of our hero.
"We sent Hop ter git ther two pack-horses so
we could carry ther gold back to ther camp
easier, Wild;" the scout whispered, as the boy
glanced down at him.
"All right," was the low retort. "Come up here
and have a look a-t the scoundrels. They are
getting so . excited while waiting for us to come
out of the mine that they don't know what to do."
The scout climbed up and took a look. A grin1
smile showed on his face when he was able to
see the five plotters. Then Jim had a look, after
which the young cleadshot whispered:
"I suppose there is no use in prolonging the
agony. We may as well settle it right now."
He arose to his feet as he spoke, and without
the least hesitation leaped clown upon a flat rock
close behind the crouching villains. Hearing the
noise he made, they turned and were in no time
to find themselves staring into the muzzle of a
revolver.
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YOUNG WILD WEST GUNNING FOR GOLD

"Hands up, you scoundrels!" the boy exclaimed,
in a ringing voice. "I reckon your plot has
failed. We have outwitted you."
"Whoopee! whoopee! Wow! wow!" shouted
Cheyenne Charlie, as he bounded into view, a
revolver in either hand.
Jim Dart was righj; be!Tind him, and when
they saw they had no chance, ,the five men dropped their rifles and threw up their hands. B~t
it was pnly for an instant that Barrow held his
in this position. A sudden idea seemed to come
into his head, for he turned Quickly and bolted
• straight for the mouth of the shaft.
"'Look out, Et! One oi them is coming in!"
shouted Wild, as Quick as a flash.
Crack! Barrow fired a shot with his revolver
as he disappeared, but the bullet failed to do
any damage. Crack! Another shot sounded from
within, and a cry of agony came to the ears of
our three friends.
"l reckon Arietta got him," C'harlie said, grimly as he stepped over and began removing the
w;apons from the other four villains, who h~d
not moved an inch after they had held up their
hands.
"Hello!" Arietta called from inside the mine.
"ls everything 11.ll right, Wild?"
"Yes, come on out," was the reply.
The next ini;tant the girl came running out,
her face rather pale and a revolve1r In her hand.
"l shot the fellow!" she exclaimed, rather excitedly. "I saw him the instant you called out.
Wlien he fired behind him I was ready for h~m.
He came right on, and seeing me standing before
him he made a move as though to shoot me. But
I was too Quick for · him. I guess he will never
interfere with any one again, for he dropped
like a log."
"Well, call the rest out. One is dead, but we
have got four of them alive, anyhow. They formed
a nice little plot, but it failed to work. It seems
that they must have watched us as we came up
here, and it -didn't take them very long to get
their rifles and put on masks and follow us.
If Jim· and Eloise had not come_ into the mine
just as they did we may have had more trouble in
getting them. But it seems that it , happened
just right for us. We have found the gold and
we have got the scoundrels who were plotting
to get It. We were gunning for gold, all right,
Et but it seems that you are the only one who
br~ught down any game."
"But it is all the same, Wild, for you have
~ot four of them alive," the ~rl answered.
"Yes, I reckon it is."
All hands quickly came out now, and they
had the satisfaction of seeing the four men securely bound by Charlie and Jim. Then it was
not long before Hop appeared with three horses,
his own and the two who were used to carry the
camping outfit.
"Well, Pete," our hero said, as he took ~~e ma,n
by the arm and pointed to the horses, there s
l'!O much gold in the old mine that we thought
it advisable to get horses to carry it away. You
fellows failed to find it, but we had no trouble
whatever. Tom Welden is certainly a rich boy
now and I suppose if we had no come along
this' way you might have cheated him out of the
.-old for surely you would have found it if you
lad done much digging inside the mine."
"There ain't no use in talkin' about it now,

sa,._

Young Wild West," the man retorted, almost
agely. "You sartinly got ther best of us, u.'
Ted Barrow is dead. But what's ther use of
holdin' us prisoners? We never done no harm
to yer."
"Well, that's · all right. We want to take you
down to the camp and then tell the miners there
how you have been acting, The masks you we
wearing will make enough evidence to hang y
I reckon."
.
Then, after a little further talk, during which
Charlie said several things that did anythlnc
but make the prisoners feel easier, the gold waa
carried out of the mine. It was an extra nail'keg, so the contents were rather weighty, and
it took several trips to get it all out. But Hop
.had done his work well, for he had provided some
leather sacks, and the nuggets and dust were
dumped into these and then lifted upon the backa
.of the waiting horses. When this had been accomplised th body of Pete Barrow was brought
out and thrown over the back of Hop's horse.
In less than ten minutes later the party halted
in front of the shanty hotel. Dutton came running out, as did the storekeeper from across ·the
street, and when Wild related what had· ha1>pened a shout went up from them both. Thea
it was not long before the miners came in fro
their claims, and when about all of them
assembled, our hero held up his hand for silence
and then told the whole story.
"I told you they bought ther rifles to shoot
yer with," the storekeeper exclaimed, as· he ran
up to the boy and shook him by the hand.
"Y.es, and I told you we wouldn't give them
a chance to use them, didn't I?"
"You sartinly did, Young Wild We!-t, an' you,
was as good as your word, too. You was gunnin'
for gold, all right, an' you got ther gold, too."
"You bet we did," Tom Welden cried, jubilantly, "and I am going to make Young Wild We8t
and his friends each a handsome present, to~"
"Tom," the young deadshot said, warninglf1
"you know what I told you about that, don~
you? We don't mean to take a cent's worth of'
your gold. We have had enough excitement out
of this thing to pay us."
"Well, I am sorry to hear you say that, for I
certainly am quite rich now."
By this time there were many ~ngry men ha
the crowd, and the fact that- the five villains had
arone after Young Wild West and his friends,
with masked faces, made them eager to lynch
them. But ~ild easily persuaded them not to do
this, and when he advised that the four should
be given half an hour to leave the camp they
agreed with him. The young deadshot made a
little speech to them, and then cut them free
with his own knife. It is hardly necessary t.o
state that the villains were glad to get off 80
easily. They hurriedly got what few belon,rinp
they had and then disappeared from the ~
As far as our friends knew they never turn
up there again, either, though what became ·
them they never heard.
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
WEST FORCED TO FIGHT; OR, HOW ARIE'l\,
TA BOSSED THE GULCH."
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CURRENT NEWS
SCIENCE IN SHOESHINES
A Paris bootblack now uses a palette- when
llhining women's shoes. The Parisian women's
vary so much in color that he found it often
~dlmcult to get the right hue of cream to match.
So on his palette he puts a number of different
creams and combines them in varying proportions
according to the tone· of the shoes with which
he has to deal.

,oes

' CARRIED BOOZE IN CORSET
The police in making an arrest in Pine Bluff,
llo., discovered the newest thing in bootlegging
equipment in the form of a copper corset, worn
by the accused man. It was in two sections and
was laced in the back.
·
Hollow in the front it narrowed toward the
back. It was 'fitted at the top with a screw cap
and at the bottom small petcocks were fashioned

to draw off the liquor. Some moonshine whisky
was in the corset when it was removed in jail.
DUCKS USE WINGS TO SWIM UNDER
WA'l'ER
Do ducks use their winits while swimming under water? The question is discussed· frequently
among spottmen and nature students, and
opinions sometimes differ. Testimony of reliable
authorities, says Popular Mechanics, !lupport.'>· the
belief that variou species of ducks and grebes
loons and other diving birds do not use their
wings when swimming beneath the surface for
food or in trying to escape capture. A ruddy
duck was -observed on Lake Michigan not long
ago, feeding in fifteen or twenty feet of clear
water. As' it got well started on its downward
plunge, the wings, about two-thirds, extended,
were used in quick short .strokes, at the · rate or
about one a second to assist in propelling it and
in rising to the top as well.

Boys! Like Detective Stories?
If you want good lively adventures, with cops and detectives running down crooks,
. zling mysteries and dandy plots, get a copy of

pU7i-

"Mystery Magazine" No. 161
lt contains

,a fong novelette filled with excitement, catted

"AT

2 AM."

By BEULAH POYNTER
Then, there's a crackerjack two-part serial entitled

"THE INVISIBLE CRIME"
B.r GEORGE MOREHEAD
Next, it contains these seven short stories by the best writers:

"THE A VEN GER," by Gilbert Hammond
" 3 1 3 ? " by Peter Perry
.
''THE KNOB-KNOCKER," by W.m. Allen Ward
"TWO-GUN MUSSES THE PLAY," by Daniel E. Kramer
THE MILLS OF THE GODS," by Hamilton Craigie
"TOO MANY KEYS," by · J. B. Warrenton
"SOLVING SOL'S FACE," by Walter A. Ellis
This magazine also contains .a free department conducted by Louise Rice and called

"WHAT HANDWRITING REVEALS"
If you send her a sample of - your writing she will tell your character, what business is
best for you and many other useful things. There is no charge for this service.

SHORT ARTICLES
The rest of the magazine is filled with items of interest on all sorts of queer subjects,

Get a Copy from Your Newsdealer Today!
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OUT .FOR A JOB

"No, I didn't. I. just lit out."
"I can't beljeve you."
.
"Will Burke do me, Mr. Grogan?"
..:_ Or, "I've nothing to do with the matter at all.
I'm only a queer-shover. That other affair is
The Adventures of an Office Boy
Pat's private business_. but I'll tell you this much,
for your information, boy, if it's going to pay Pat
to kill you I wouldn't want to insure your life."
By DICK ELLISON
Father John came into the room just then.
"Why, why, why!" he cried. "What's all thisl
Gus?"
(A Serial Story)
"Sure," said Grogan. "Keep an eye on him,
pop. I want to put up the car."
He left the room and Father John immediately
CHAPTER XX.-(Continued).
"What did you run away for and upset all our began to question Gus, who answered him as he
had done the others.
plans? Say?"
"You can't blame me for lighting out, Father
"Because I heard you agree with that fellow
John," he said. "Wouldn't you have done the
Horton to kill me, if you want to know."
same if you had been in my place?"
"The deuce! Where were you?"
"I sure would, Gussy," answered the old coun"Outside the window."
"Then you heard more than that-more than terfeiter, who really had conceived a liking for
·
was good for you. Let's get him to the car, the office boy.
Greg. Cop that tire, too. It'll fit our machine
"It's a blamed outrage to talk of killing you.
and be all to the good."
I didn't understand it had gone that far. There's
They picked up the boy between them ai:d car- a whole lot they never tell me."
ried him to the road, where Burke freed his legs,
"Does Jack know, I wonder?"
and restoring the gag helped him in.
"I couldn't say. He was terribly cut up whe'I\
Mrs. Bullen sat in the tonneau, with Isabel he found you had run away. He insisted that you
beside her. The girl's face wore a dazed look. would never betray us on his account."
She did not pay any attention to Gus, nor speak.
"I'll never betray him, that's one sure thing,
Grogan went back for the tire and then they nor would I betray you, but when a man ag-rees
were off in the direction of the sheriff's car.
to murder me for money like Burke did that's dif:"If they try to pass Mr. Dudley then there is ferent. Oh, Father John, help me I I helped you
some hope for nte," thought Gus.
when you were in trouble. I'm dead sure she's
It was not to be. At the first .crossroad they my sister."
.
turned south, running on for a few miles and
"That's what Burke thinks. Perhaps it is so.
winding up at a lonely unpainted old farm ~ouse, You certainly look much alike and your type is
which stood at the end of one of the many mlets such a peculiar one that it can hardly be just acsetting back from the Great South Bay.
cident. I should like to help you, Gus--if I
"This is our present hang-out, Gus," chuckled dared." ,
Burke, "but you won't find your friend Jack here
"Think it over. You'll be safely on your way
to plead for you."
to Venezula--"
He jumped out and helped Mrs. Bullen to
"What?" cackled the old counterfeiter, display-alight.
·
ing every sign of · amazement. "I · go to VeneIsabel sat mute and motionless, apparently ob- zuela to die of yellow fever! Who said that? n
livious to her surroundings.
"Burke."
When Burke reached over, took her in his arms
"Upon my work! You don't mean it! They
and lifted her out of the car she neither resisted mea'Ilt to kidnap me and runme on boarrl that
him nor tried to help herself in the least.
steamer."
"Poor soul," thought Gus. "By gracious, I'tn_
"Burke certainly said it, Father John. I'm
almost glad they got me so I can be near her. glad I've
able to put you wise. The steamer
I'll work free somehow if they don't knock me was to sailbeen
to-night."
over the head, see if I don't."
"That's changed. Young Horton received a
It was Grogan who helped him out.
telegram saying that the sailing was delayed.
Meanwhile Big Burke had carried Isabel into She's to call at a place belo,v here fot the
girl.
the house and Gus followed with Grogan.
That's how we happened to come here. We made
It. was a wretched old place and in immense a hang-out here Jong ago."
contrast to the beautiful villa they had left.
"Tell me more, Father John. Who is this Gen"See what you have brought us to, you misera- eral Y snaga ?"
ble little snoozer," snarled Grogan, removing the
"He's a revolutionist. He is taking a f " · -. -,er
gag.
.
load of arms down there. Going to start a revo"What have I done?" retorted Gus. "Would lution. I made the money for them. You can call
you stay in a place where you expected to be it queer if you like, but in ease he
out and
murdered? I guess not. I call that fool talk, establishes himself as president of wins
Venezuela it
trying to put it up to me."
will become the legitimate money of the country."
Grogan grinned.
know why he wants Miss Isabel to marry
"By thunder, you have me there, Gus. But, his"You
nephew, don't you?"
·
say1 didn't you put the Secret Service men on our
tnul? Now. honest!"
(To be continued.·
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GOOD R E ADI NG
VOLCANOES ON THE RAMPAGE
Kilouca's renewal of activity continues. There
were four violent earthquakes in the region near
the volcano recentl y at four-hour interval s , and
--the emission of steam, notable for several days,
still goes on. The fall of sections of the crater's
lip into the depths below has ceased again, however.
The eruption of Vesuvius is increasing in intenstiv. Two new cr,.ters have opened, says a bulletin issued by the Vesuvian observatory, and all
three craters are emitting lava cinders and a shes,
while heavy rumblings are heard inside.
The authorities having prohibited climbing the
volcano for fear of casualties, the tourists here,
especially Americans, are assembling in crowd s
at night at the nearby points of Santa Lucia and
Vomero to witness the spectacle.
TRAINING

SAILORS' ORPHANS TO BE
FARMERS
. Twenty-five Briti sh boys, of an average age
of 15 ½ , have jus t sailed for New Zealand to be
t rained a s farmers. They are the first batch to
be sent out under a scheme inaugurated by New
Zealand sheep owners to s how their gratitude to
the men of the British navy and Mercantile Ma-rine for their services during the war.
A fund of $1,000,000 has been subscribes! by
sheep owners of th e Dominion, and it is proposed
so long a s the money lasts, to train each year
about 200 on s of killed and disabled sailors on a
large farm, to look after their welfare, and provide them with wages during the period of t r aining, and, where desirable, to start th em in life
with farm s a t a low rate of interes t.
The chairman ~of the trustee of this admirable
scheme, the Hon. Edward Newman, C. M. G., is
at present in England. He emigrated to New
Zealand about forty years ago and has large
farming interes ts in the Dominion . He told a
Daily Mai l reporter that the boys a r e carefully
selected in England, are given a complete outfit,
and their passages are jointly paid by the trustees a nd the B r ihsh an d New Zea la nd g·ove rnments. On arrival they are sent for s ix months
to the trustees' training farm, Flock House,
which has accommodation for 100 boys and cove r s
6,000 or 6,000 acres of land. Every kind of farm ing will be taught them, and aftern·ard they will
be indentured for several years to r es ponsi ble
farmers.
The aim of the trnstees is to make the boys
loyal, u seful citizen s, and everythi\}g will be- done
to give them a thorough chance to make good.

of them came 'scamperinll"' from the water, e,.,,. _
er to be captured-quite the reverse of what th·e
disciples of l?:ak Walton mig-ht exP'•ct."
It seems that each year there is a disturbance
of the sea in this tropical vicinity, a condition
referred to locally as the "turbic" or turbulent
waters. During the progress of this phenomenon
the water assumes a dark color and gives off a
disagreeable sulphuric odor. At times this condition extends oyt as far as the Santa Margarita
I slands and is said to do cons iderable damage to
th<> oearl ovst<>r bPrlis therP _ I ·• thi s n°~iorl ,- ii•·•· ·
objects tarni sh quickly and take on the appe::irance of having been in a fire _ The health of the
people along the coast at this time is unu ual '. y
good.
8imultanPOU'.S l" ,•-ith the "tubic" occur;; wh•1t :q
known as the "ribazon," the sea for about a mile
out from shore being ~tined up by myrbrl,;; of
fi sh that make no effort to e!'cape capture. Se-1birds, gull s and pelicans gather for the fe::>.st ' in
such numbers that ·at times it i. difficult to see
the horizon , and they sometimes even interfere
with navigation. Many fish run up on the berich,
as if desperate, and, despite the inimense qi,antitie~ ·of ti sh Paten bv the bird ·- a•, ,I_ o--ithr>r", l 1, the natives, the number that die on the sho!-e is
S il g-r Pat t hat on nulllerons ocr:>~io., _ the civil -i··
thorities have found it neces ary to dig tren ~hes
in which to bury the fi sh alonr,- the beach.
The fi sh most commonly affected are the S" rdine and anchovy, although at times even sharks
h:we been known to rush up. on the beach.
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FISH COURT CAPTURE
D own in Venezuela, near the port of Carupano,
fish are coming out of the sea to greet the fi shermen on the beach. Vive-Consul Amado Chaves
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INTER.ESTING R.~l>IO NEWS AND HINTS
~uolateral or Giblen-Remler coil is prefertlble to an uptapped bank wound coll. It_ is more
efficient and affords a greater economy m space.
Some circuits utilize a seco~ary coupling coil
that is placed . in inductive rela'tion to the_ plate
variometer. This coil should be wound m the
same direction as the windings on the plate
variometer.
BREAKS MAKE SET NOISY .
Crackling in the phones may be caused by a
broken phone cord. After the p~ones ~av1:; been
used for some time the fine braided wire m_ t~e
cord gets broken in spots. The test for this 1s
to shake the cord. If the noises continue with
the. shaking get a new phone cord.
TRAP DESIGNS
During the last two years many designs for
wave traps have been publishe~ an~ as a re~ult
the novice is in doubt as to which 1s best suited
for his receiver. The first type of wave trap that
received uo;pular approval consisted of a coil and
a variable condenser in shunt with each other
and in series with the lateral circuit of the receiver. When a trap of this type is tuned to the
wave length of an interfering station it will trap
out the waves from that station, but as the efficiency of the device. is rather low it also will ~end
to reduce . the signal strength of other s?1tions
operating on wave length near th?se to_ wh!ch the
trap is tuned. To overcome this obJect10nable
feature an inductively . coupled wave tr!!P was developed and when a trap of this type_ 1s properly
designed it will be found very ~elective.
The coil in the wave trap consists of fifty turns
of No. 2 D. C. C. wire on a three-inch tube_ and
after the coil has been wound two termmals
should be taken out and then seven~.! layers of
ordinary paper should be woun_d over 1t. A:nother
coil is wound di.Tectly over it, an4 consists of
eight turns of No. 18 D. C. _C. "'.ire. This coil
must be wound in the same d1rect10n as the first
coil, apd taps should be taken off on the first,
third, fifth and eighth turns.
The variable condenser that is connected in
shunt with the first coil is an ordinary 23 plate
condenser, and with this apparatus the trap will
tune from about 150 to 550 meters. If a 43
plate condenser is used insteaQ of the 23 plate
the ti·ap will tune higher and it then will be
possible to cut out the interference from ship
stations.
In mounting the trap it would ·be wise to
place it on a panel about six inches wide by seven
inches high. The variable condenser and the inductance switch should be mounted on the front
of the panel and the coil should be placed behind
the condenser in a position that is at right angles
to all coils in the recei_ving set.
RADIO ANNOUNCERS
In the broadcasting branch of radio a new
. vocation has developed, that of the radio announcer,

To be a successful announcer something more
than a pleasing voice and clear enunciation is
required. The idea ;i.nnounced is a viusician with
a knowledge of composers and their work; he
should be a linguist familiar with English, Italian ,
and German; he should be"able in an emergency
to make an announcement in English without confusion and free from grammatical errors. H~
must be tactful in receiving artists and instructing them in proper position before the microphone.
.
Singers and speakers accustomed to public appearance very often develop microphone fright,
not because the studio surroundings are overpowering but because they miss the stimulating
presence of an audience.
The announcer's duties are not limited to his
appearance before the microphone. At WGY, the
station of the General Electric Company of
Schenectady, rehearsals a:r~ conducted by one of
the group of six announcers. · By means of the
try-outs, poor singers are saved the embarrassment of failure before the microphone. The rehearsal also serves to · demonstrate that certain
voices have not the quality for radio transmission.
Sometimes the finished and successful singer
is found to have a voice unsuited for radio transmission and, on the other hand, a singer whose
voice is too weak for public hall or theatre sometimes possesses quality and, tone which win instantaneous popularity with the radio audience.
Four of the six announce1·s at WGY are vocal
soloists, and may, in the event of an emergency,
such as the failure of the scheduled artists to
arrive, step · before the microphone an{i give a
creditable performance.
Kolin Mager, the chief announcer, has been
associated . with WGY since the station opened.
He is a trained musician, linquist and public
speaker. When a boy he was a soprano soloist in
an Albany church.
·
Carl Jester is a tenor with a thorough musical
education, and for the past year he had directed
the WGY Light Opera Company in iw various
appearances. Asa 0. Coggeshall, also a tenor, a
third announcer, is director of a boy choir in an
Amsterdam, N. Y., church.
William Fay, the last to join the announcer
force at WGY, is a baritone and his voice has
brought him many fan letters. The other announcers at Schenectady station are: "Robert
Weidaw, who gives much of his time to the executive work of the studio, and Edward H. Smith,
who is director ah<] leading man of the players
and assists in planning feature programs such as
Uncle Josh's golden wedding, and minstrel shows.
An entire evening's program may be put on by
the announcers without the aid of outside talent.

•

THREE STEPS OF AUDIO FREQtJ_ENCY
Audio frequency amplification, one of the
greatest factol'S· in making radio reception so•
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popular, has now reached the sta_g·e where three
steps of amplification can be used without hope~
lessbi distorting the si_g·nals. This is due to · the
great im,.,rovement in the last year in the construction of audio frequency transformei-s .
Without audio frequency amplification the satisfaction and convenience of the loud speaker
would be unknown and a receiving set would have
to be equipped with a headset for every member
of the family. In fact, no set is considered complete nowadays without two or three steps of
audio amplifica'tion and some t ype of loud
speaker.
Most up to date receiving sets have the audio
amplifying apparatus built into the same cabinet
with the tuning apparatm, . A very convenient
way, is to use a sel)arate audio frequenc y
amplifying unit either built into a cabinet or on a
panel. This can be attached to whateve1· type
of receiver you are using, whether it be a cry stal
set, single tube re_g-enerative, Reinartz, Flewelling, Ultra Audion, etc., and thus produce results
equal to the more elaborate and expensive sets
with self-containe d amplifiers . The ideal arrangement is to have sepa1·ate jacks for each stag·e,
which enables the operator to employ just enough
amplification to _g-et the necessary volume.
As a radio engineer who has designed numerous
sets and expfriments with practically every type
of receiver in existence, the advice of W. G.
Farr of Chicago, regarding· th.e construction of a
three stage amplifier will be found of real value.
Mr. Farr states :
"A three stage amplifier amplifying the outl)ut
of a crystal set or non-regenera tive single tube
set to full loud s peaker volume. · A two stage
amplifier will be amply sufficient for any type
of single tube regenerative set. The amplifier
unit can be operated from the same 'A' batteries
as the receiving set, provided, of course, that
tubes are used which operate o.n the same voltage.
However, the amplifying circuit requires a munber of higher plate voltage than a detector circuit,
which will necessitate the us.e of additional 'B'
batteries.
"When the amplifier is built a s a separate unit,
the phone terminals of the receiving set are
connected directly· to the inl)ut terminals (P and
B) of the audio amplifier. A very convenient
method is·to equip t he· input of the amplifier with
a cord and plug by means of which it can be
plugged into the phone jack of the receiver in
place of the head phones.
" When adding audio amplification to any t ype
of regenerative set it is advisable to connect a
fixed condenser of .001 MFD capacity across the
1>rimary terminals of the first transformer. This
acts as a by-pass forJ the radio frequency currents flowing in the plate circuit and thus a ssist s
the regenerative action of the tube.
"Use a separate jack on each stage. This
permits the use of more or less amplification as
desired. If for any 1·eason these jacks are not
u,;ed, conn ect the 'P' terminal to the socket direct
to the 'P' terminal of the transformer a.nd the 'B'
terminal of the transformer direct to the positive side of the 'B' battery. A separate rheostat
used for e:ifh tube, but if the tubes are well
matched just as satisfactory results can be obtained if the tubes are all controlled by one rheostat. The only precaution necessary is to use a
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rheostat with spfficient current carrying capacity
to-carry all the tubes without heating;.
"The most satisfactory tubes for use in audio
frequency amplification are UV-201-A, C1301-A ,
. and Western Electric 216-A. UV-199 or C-299
tubes can also be use<l, but will not be found as
satisfactory. They will not stand as high a
plate voltage and will not produce as great a
volume as the larger tubes. The plate voltage
, applied to an audio amplifier may be from 45
to 150 volts, but 9rdinarily 90 vqlts will be found
sufficient. Of course a higher deg-ree of amplification is obtained by using high 'J)late voltag·e,
but at a sacrifice of quality. A plate voltage of
over 90 volts will nece(>sitate the ·use of a 'C'
battery.
l
''When a 'C'' ' battery is used it is connected in
the common grid return lead of all the tubes,
paying ·p artii:ular attention that the polarity is
correct. Unless the amplifier is being worked up
to full capacity, .the 'C' battery will make little
difference in the quality of the signal. Its chief
advantage lies in the fact that it causes a material reduction in the plate current and thus
lengthens the life of the 'B' batteries. For a
plate voltage of 90 volts, a -s ix volt 'C' battery
will be required. As no cm:rent is consumed from
the 'C' battery, small flashlight cells will have
ample capacity.
"One of the :inost important cons:tderation s in
building an audio amplifier is to use transformers of the highest quality. An audio frequency
transformer is . called upon to reproduce sounds
of frequencies ranging· from about 100 per second
up to the upper limit of audiobility, which may
be 10,000 to 20,000 per second. If all these frequencies are not equally amplified the result is
either a loss of tone quality or ari actual distortion of the voice or musical sounds. This becomes more noticeable as the number of stages
is increased, and the practical working limits is
three stages. In order for the original sounds
to be correctly reproduced it is necessai·y for the
fluctuation in magnetic strength of the core to
follow with perfect fidelity the form of the sound
waves which are bein_g· amplifi,.ed. Thus it can
read,ily be seen that the efficiency of an audio
transformer is very largely de_pendent upon the
proper core design.
"One of the most frequent sources of trouble
in audio am'J)lification circuits and particularly
in three stage circuits is magnetic interaction
between the cores of the transformers , which
manifests itself in the production of .howls and
in distortion of signals. To reduce this effect
to a minimum it has been the custom ,:tn the past
to place the transformers with their cores at
right angles to each other. Due to the improved
design of some .transformers this precaution is
entirely unnecessary, as they are provided with
a perfect magnetic shield in the form of a heavy
steel shell. '
"The best amplifying results will be obtained
by the use of a transformer having a ratio of
6 tcf 1 in the first stage and a radio of 3½ to 1
in the following stages.
"In any audio amplifier the most perfect reproduction will be obtained when the tubes are not
being forced to their maximum. It is far better
to get good tone quality with moderate volume
than to sacrifice quality to gain intensity.''

•
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IiEMS OF INTEREST
TIDE MOVES GREAT BRIDGE
Resting on five pontoons, a 300-ton railway
bridge that.spanned the waterway between Oakland and •Alameda, Cal., was lifted from its position with the help of a rising• tide and by pumping the water from the floats upon which it
rested. Trains were operated over the span up to
seven hours before it was moved.
STEAM TO KILL WEEDS ·
Steam -from locomotive boilers is being used
by a Southern railroad to kill ·weeds along the
right of way. The steam is superheated by passing it through an oil furnace carried on a special
car, and it is then delivered to the right of way
through perforated pipes, so arranged that they
may be raised or lowered. It hits the weeds at
a temperature of from 700 to 900 degrees and at
a pressure of seventy-five pounds to the square
inch. Four trips a season will keep down a dense
growth of weeds.
FOUR-FOOTED DUCK IS SOLD AT AUCTION
A si>itited auction took place in the butcher
shop of Abram Goldberg at No. 22 Ludlow street,
New York, recently, when the famous four-footed
duck was sold to the highest bidder.
In the midst of the Friday pre-Sabbath bustle
Goldberg's kosher shop Rabbi Zedig decided that
the four-legged duck was not kosher, a nd hence
could not be eaten.
Mr. Goldberg had thought of donating the
remains to the American Museum of Natural History, but, being a business man, he decided to sell
the duck to the highest bidder.
The fr eak was finally awarded to Alexander
-Fischer for $60. Mr. Fischer will have the duck
stuffed and will place it in the window of his
restaurant.
USE CATS AS CROW DECOYS
The great d(;va st ation caul:'ed by .:rows in the
State of Nebra,· ka ha s led to 01 ganized efforts
to get rid of the cn-w pc ,;ts. One of the latest
developmenb:; is the ui-e of cats as deco y· .
The usual method employed is to place the

cat in a bin! caire and then bang the cage U'P
i,: a tree where crows have nested in other
years. When the crows discover the presence of
the cat the y flock · by the hundred s and seek to
destroy their imprisoned enemy. Protected by
the bars of the cage, the cat is safe enough, and
while the cat-baiting is on by the crows the
hunters assemble and get in their deadly wor
The hunters sa y that the shooting does not
scare the crows away. If they have any theory
about the shooting, it is that it is some new
device of thei!' ancient enemy and they r.edouble
their efforts to get at the animals. The cats
are not in the least injured by being used as
decoys, but after one or two hunts they grow
nervous and are easil y frightened by the appear.ance of any kind of a bird.
The most discouraging feature of it from the
hunters' standpoint is that in most cases, after
the cat is released, it leaves the country in very
short order. This has naturally resulted in a
famine in cats. There is some talk among the
hunters of importing some old maids and thus
augmenting the domestic cat supply. Being a
cattle country, there are very few unmarried
women in the county, and this is tum makes the
number of available cats small.

LAUGHS
Lawyer-Don't you think I acquitted myself
well in that trial? Friend-Very well. It is a
pity you didn't do as much for your client.
"Then you don't want ' no cranberries?" "No;
I've chanj?'ed my mind. I see your cat is asleep
in those cranberries." "That's all right, mum.
I don't mind waking the cat up."
Mrs. Hardhea.d- 1 can always tell what kind
of a wife a man has by his views on the woman
Question. Stranger-I have all sorts of viewa.
Mrs. Hardhead-Then you are a Chicago man.
Friend-Wh y did you give your wife a pearl neckJace for a birthday present? Don't you
know pearls are the signs of tears ? Husband
( significantly )- In this case they were the result
of them.
·
"If you stand with your back to the south.
what have you _gn your left hand?" asked the
teacher during tHe g eography lesson. The small
boy thought, considered his hands and gave the
right answer. "Fingers, sir," he replied.

Mrs. Chubb (with newspaper)-! see several
persons are petitioning to have their names
changed. What does it cost ta have a name
changed? Mr. Chubb--lt cost me a couple of
hundred dollars . to have your name changed to mine.
"Algernon is very interesting," said the stock
broker's daughter. "What does he talk about?•
inquired her father. "Why he's ever so well
posted" in Shake'>pearian quotations.
"Young
woman," said the fiancier, sternly, "don't let him
deceive you. There ain't no such stock on the
market."
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BRIEF BUT POINTED
THE BIBLE REMAIN::;
The Bible has endured hundreds of years of
critici&JU by men who were proud of J;heir own
superficial knowledge. But these are forgotten,
while the truths of the Bible are more regarded
than ever. Critics may find fault with the stories
in the Bible, but at the same time the people.
will believe in the· Bible as the highest authority
and there is nothing to replace it. Nothing since
the Bible wa,- written has lived to counsel the
people and show them the way to right living.
It can be pointed out to these shallow skeptics
that the nations which have grown up with the
Bible have the highest place in humanity. They
are farther advanced than the men and women
who do not follow the Bible and reverence its
teachings. Today, in every way that relates to
religious and moral character, the Bible is the
truest authority.
FINDS UNKNOWN RIVER IN ALASKA
The story of an explorer's life in the Northern
Alaskan wilderness and the discovery of uncharted streams is contained in a letter brought
back to civilization by an Eskimo from the Geological Survey pa"rty headed by Dr. Philip S.
Smith and made publlc by the Interior Department. The expedition is exploring Naval Petroleum Reserve No. 4.
·
The letter, written March 20, states that in
exploring the Colville River Dr. Smith found a
river about 200 yards wide, which flows westward and then turns northward. The party plans
to continue the river explorations, but they must
reach the coast in time to· catch the last ship
out of the Arctic Ocean before the September
freeze.
·
The party has established a base camp at the
head of the Unakserak River, about ten miles
from the Divide, between the Unakserak and Colville Rivers-, at latitude 67 :45 :30, at an altitude
of 2,200 feet. On this Divide, the party has discove1·ed groves of willow trees as thick as a
man's wri. t, which they are using for fuel.
The supporting party of seven men and 120
dogR turned back on March 16, and the main
expedition was proceeding with three sleds and
thirtv-three dogs. The sleds soon will be abandonecl, and the journey continued in canoes.
The letter was written by Dr. J. B: Mertie, Jr.
MOUNT LOGAN ASCENT TO BE TRIED
THIS SUMMER
The challenge flung at mountaineers by Mount
Logan, the Yukon Territory peak, which has been
termed the "Everest fl£ America" for centuries,
is to be taken up by a party of internationally
known Alpinists, who will attempt the ascent of
the hitherto inaccessible. mountain some time during the summer. A. H. McCarthy of New York
is here on the way to the Yukon to look over the
mountain and plan for the climb.
Mount Logan is 19,850 feet high, and is the
aecond highest peak in America. Although not
as high as Mount Everest, the world's loftiest
•

I

mountain, Mount Logan is almost as unconquerable. Mammoth glaciers, fields of ice, scarred
with treacherous crevasses, confront the climbers
and at present the best altitude ever obtained
~on the mou{ltain's glassy slopes is 6,500 feet.
Because of the perils of glacier and hidden creasses, the climbers will have to travel sixtyeight miles roped together before they even begin the ascent of the mountain proper.
The best climb yet made was by the surveying
parties a few years ago in determining the
boundary between Alaska and Canada. The expedition will be composed of nine picked mountaineers from American an!'! Canadian •Alpine
clubs. · Four men will be selected to make the
final dash to the summit.
SOMETHING ABOUT THE WREN.
. Th~ common ;wren is very shy_ and •retiring, and
m this respect 1s like the lyre-bird. It will often
hide its nest in a crevice or hollow where it may
escape observation. The wren is seldom seen in
the open country and does not venture upon any
lengthened flight, but confines itself to the hedgerows and brushwood, . where it may often be observed hopping and skipping like a tiny feathered mouse among the branches. It especially
haunts the hedges which are flanked by ditches
as it can easily hide itself in such localities and
can also obtain a plentiful supply of food.' By
remaining perfectly quiet, the observer can readily watch its movements, and it is really an interesting sight to see the little creature flitting
about the brushwood, flirting its saucily expressive tail, and uttering its quick and cheering
note.
The voice of the wren is very S¥.;eet and melodious, and of a more powerful character than
would be imagined from the dimensions of the
bird. The wren is a merry little creature anci
chants its gay song on the slightest encou'ragement or weather. Even in winter there needs
but the gleam of a few sunbeams to set the wren
to singing.
.
The nest of the wren is rather an ambitious
structure, being a completely domed edifice, and
built in a singularly ingenious manner. If, however, the bird can find a suitable spot, such as
the hole of a decaying tree, the gnarled and
knott.ed branches of old ivy, or the overhanging
eaves of a desei-ted building, where a natural
dome is formed, it is sure to seize upon the opportunity and to make a dome of very slight
workmanship. The dome, however, always exists in some form. During the winter the WJ en
generally shelters itself from the weather in the
same nc,st which it inhabited during. the breeding season; and in very cold seasons it is not an
uncommon event ' to find six 01· seven wrens all
huddled into a heap for the sake of warmth, and
presenting to the eye or hand of the spectator
nothing but a shapeless mass of soft browr
feathers. It is probable that these little gatberings may be composed of members of the same
family.
JI
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
GAY LIFE TOOK THE MONEY
George Lister, thirty-four, borrowed a nickel
1or subway fare and emerged from the Wall stret:t
stntion just as the city was getting down to business.
Lister turned into Trinity place and was headed
for No. 46, offices of the American Rail':'ay Express Compan y, when he ran uoo n . Detect.1ve ~ergeants William Fay and James F1tzpatnck, Just
coming out of that building.
.
· .
With a fugiti ve's description fresh m their
minds, Fay and Fitzpatrick made an abrupt stop
and a short inquiry. Lister nodded his head 3:nd
_ aaid he was just going to the company to g1_ve
himself up for absconding last March 10 fro~ its
Sausalito, Cal., office with $14,000 stuffed m a
shabby black bag.
'Wanted to make everybody happy along the
~r.eat White Way, and I think I did, up to last
!'light, wl}en the money gave--0ut. I tipped every
waiter who served me in the Broadway cabarets
.-ith a $20. I gave the doorman the same.
"Cabaret singers got $100 bills and once I gave
an orchestra a $100 bill for playing me a tune I
liked."
.
bister said he was born in England and was u~married. He had been the cashier in the Sausahto office of the company for thr~ years. He wa s
sorry the detectives could ~ot collec~ the $500 rewa-rd a circular they carne_d promlsed would be
paid for his capture. Lister, they agreed, had
surrendere.d.
FIRST CHINESE JUNK SAILS· INTO
NEW YORK
The first Chinese junk ever known to have
sailed into New York harbor arri ved recently
and anchored 'in Sheeoshead Bav. near Plum
Beach. The voyage was possible because of the
Panama Canal. It would have been too hazardous to attempt to bring such a small vessel round
the Cape of Good Hope and across the South
Atlantic Ocean.
The junk on her 15,000-mile trip was in charge
of Captain G~orge Waar.d, master an~ owner, _a
Dutch-Canadian, who was accompanied by his
Cliinese wife and their eleven-year-old son. . He
ha(!. two Chinese boys as crew when he sailed
from Amoy on May 17, 1922, but they deserted
when he arrived at Vancouver, B. C., on Aug. 12,
after an eighty-seven-day passage across the P acific. During that time the captain said he _met
with many adventures. Off the Foochow River
the junk which he had named Amey, was attacked by pirates in_the . nig:ht an~ when he ha d
dr iven them a way with hi s nfle 3: big green snake
came over the counter aft and tried to curl round
\ , ing Kee, one of the boys who ~as .a~leep on the
deck. The captain said that he kille~ the r eptile and the Chinese boys' chopped 1t up and
pickled it. Cun'ied snake was on the bill for
fare for days afterwards.
Shortly before reaching Van ~ouv~r the A?1t0Y
lost her rudder and the captam ngged a Jury
rudder with boat oa rs and a ,spare sail until he
could make a new one.

The Amoy was built of camphor wood and
Chinese nr, he said, and was held together. by
bamboo pins. She is fifty-three feet long, eighteen feet beam and draws fo11-r feet of water ·
ballast. There is accommodation in the cuddy
for five persons.
•
Captain Waard is a tall, thin man with a Iona
black mustache with twisted ends after the manner of stage pirates. He said that he went to sea
in a Dutcn galleon when he was 7 years old and
had spent several years in the C~ine?e custo~
service at Amoy and Swatow. His wife, who 18
a Buddhist, does not care much for the sea, but
it never gets monotonous to_hlm.
. .
The captain had not decided when he visited
the Custom House at Bowling Gi·een whether he
would remain in the harbo1· for the summer or
sail on to Europe via the Azores. He might go
to Manhattan Beach, he said, and make fast close
to the shore so that visitors could go on board.
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T.Jberal pay. Dr. Blair Laboratories, Dept. 642. Lynch_burg, Va.

ASTROLO.GY

FREE: .A1troto'l:fcal readln~ e.nd complete chart aoy ..
emlnt your life, as lndlCSUd by the 1tar•. Send
Blrthdate. Enclose 12c. for this notice. Phart Studio,
_D esk A. L .. 1658 Broadway. New York.

HELP WANTED
BE A DETECTIVE.

Opportunity for men and women
for • ecret in,e1tleat1on tn your dfltrtct. Wrlte C. T
T:Udwlr, 521 \Vesto,er Bide .• Kan • aa Clty, Mo.
EARN $UO to $250 monthlr,\npenaH paid &I Railway
'frame Jnspector. Position I\J&r&nteed alter comple-

~~ri,8!n~ 1:g;::,~t'i1~t~'fe~.

;;e~~:kl~~~0ing~:

B1~rt!~;,_.~8•D:i~z: &~~'.00~ wlll ma,i-ry.

Y-Box.

BEAUTIFUL WEALTHY WIDOW, 28, All Alone.
\Vants busba.nd. Box 611., Huntenllle, Ala.
GET A SWEETHEART. Exc,llanre letters. •Write me
enclosing atamp. · Violet Ra;y, Dennison. Ohio.
HUNDREDS 1Nklne marrlace. lf 1lncere enclo• e • t&mp.·
Mro. Ii'. Wlll&rd, 2928 Broadw•1, Chlcaao, llllnoll.
IF LONESOM'E exchann lolly• leU.ero with beautiful
ladJea and we&lthJ' 1ent1emen. En. Moore. Box 908,
J11.cksonfille. Fla.. (Stamp).
LADIES AND GENTLEMEN-I t you want new friends
of the better clas:e, enclose sett-addressed stamped
envelope. .Address, P. 0 . .Box 556, Tampa, Florid a..
LOOK WHOSE HERE! Princess OKIE world famous
horoscopes. Get your's today. Don't delay. Send full
blrllu.late anc.l 10c. K. Okie. Box 280, MUs. :-50 . .;ta . .
N,-w York. N . Y.
LOVERS IDl;AL LETTER, CLUB. Stamped en..loPO
for sealed plan. Doris Dawn, South EueJld. Ohlo.
LONELY HEARTS, join our Club, be happy. corre•Pondence enl')'where, many ducrlptiorn~. 1>ht>to1 free;
either sex, most au ccesKful ~ethod. 23 yea.rs' expeti,nce. Standard Cor. Club, Grayslake. Ill.
MARRIAGE PAPER-20th year. Bl• l,oue wltb deacrlpUon1, photos, names and addre11••· 25 cents.
Nq
other tee. Sent •ealed. Box 2265 R. Bo• ton, Mass. •
MARRY-ParUcular• for stamp. F . Morrison. S-3053
W. Holden Street, Seattle, Wuh.
MARRY-Free photoi::,aph1, directory and descrfoUon •
of wealthy membera. Pa,y when married. New Plan
Co.. Devt. S6, K&n • aa C1t1. Mo.
MARRY-MARRIAGE DIRECTORY with photoa and
de1crlptlon1 tree. Pay when married. The Exchanae.,
Dept. ~45, Ji.au,aa City, Mo.
MAR RY Write for bl&' new directory with photos and
de• ertpt1on1 Free.
National A.rency, Dep.t. A..,
K an,u Ctt.v, lfn.
SWEETHEARTS' Corre1poad0<1ce Club.
Stamped ennlope tor aea.led prOJ)OHl. Lillian Sproul. Station
II, CleYela.nd, Ohio.
WEALTHY BACHELOR GIRL, lonely, wlshe, to marry,
T-Box 866. J,ea1trn. Denver,' Colo.
WHOM SHOULD YOU MARRY? We'll tell iou. Send
30c and birth da.te to Character Studies, 1!515 M.aRru,t" 1'Pm.1>le, New· York Ctt:r.
WIDOW , 49, worth $30,000, would marry. "Con11denth.1." B-Box 866, Lea1ue. Dennr, Colo.

•t~!tt~~~~e
101 Stand. Buslnen Training Inet., Buffalo, N. Y.
EARN Money weekly. spare time. addreeslng. mailtng
circulars.
No selltnt. We pay
Send l0o
for maJlln,r cost. RJca Co.• 16:SS Broadway, Dept. C-20,
.New York.
DETECTIVES NEEDED EVERYWHERE. Work home
or truel experlf-nce unnecea• ary, Write Geora• R.
W11ner, former Govt. Det~ctln, 1968 Broadway, N. Y.
0
EARN MONEY WEEKLY, spare Ume, at homo, addre&alnr, malUne-, music. clrculau. Send lOc, tor
music tntormaUon. Ne,v Enaland Mualc Co., 284' Capen.
l)t'r>t. F6, Hartford. Conn.
SONGWRITERS
RESHARPENING.
No capllal.
$30 week.
Stamp. WRITE THE WORDS FDR A SONG-We compooe muda.
Rm~eto Bonery, Roseto, Pa.
Submit :,our 1>0em1 to ua at once. New York l4elody
4.05 II, Romu:: Bld,r.• New York.
MANUSCRIPTS WANTED ,. CorPoratfon.
POEMS WANTED-Sen your sonr-ve~ea for cuh. SubllTORIES, POEMS, PLAYS, •t<., are wanted for publlmit Mu. at once or write New Era Music Co. • HO.
oatton. Su..bmlt MSS. or writ. Literary Bureau, ~15
St. Loula. Ho.
_rranntbal, Mo.

we~kly.

TOBACCO HABIT

PERS~NAL
BEAUTIFUL WO.LTHY LADY, 23 ... AII Alone.
Husband. Box 511, Huntnme, Ala.

Wanta

VENTRILOQUISM

TOBACCO or Snuff B'•blt cured or no P•1•

Ba~~t':i~~e t:.-edy

soot

on

trial.

$1.00 If
Superba Co.. PC.,

J - - - OLD lll.OIUIIT WANT•n _ : _ I
f2 io '600 EA.CH petd for b• ndreda of o'4I

eol11s: Keep ALL Old or odd money, lt may
aanght almost a11,y one at home:· Sma_ll coHt. be VERY· val\lable. !lend 10 etll. for ·r t.LU8.
TR.ATE]).
COIN V.A.LUE :BOOK:, 4.16: Gel
llend TODAY 2_-cent &t,imp for pu,rticµlars.
Poetad. We PIIJ' CA.-. ·
,
Gl':ORGE W . SMITH
. . _ ~880, 1211 N. Jeff Ave., Peoria,, ID,
ClL.&.:&B.JD c,our 80,, .A.n u, Le&o7, •· T•

300,000 PHOTOGR,4PHS PER

MINUTE

at

Photographs
the rate of 300,000 a minutethirty-orie times
as 'fast ·as those
reeled off by the
slow-motion . picture camer:i--are
being made at
Shoeburyness under British Government auspices.
The camera used
iJ\ these lightning
snapshots
weighs two tons
and is being used
by ordnance experts to examine
the behavior of
shells and armor
plate.
I't has shown
cl e a r 1 y , also,
what happens t.o
a gold ball when
struck by a clubhead. The ball is
pressed flat on
one side during
the l::1200th part
of a second that
the driver is in
contact with its
hard surface.
An exceedingly
hard rubber ball,
teed up and then
shot at by a
wooden plug :propectile, acqmred
some c u r i o u s
shapes before returning
quickly
to the simple life
of a stationary
sphere. When the
projectile hit it.
ball was pressed
into the shape of
a half moon. Flying through the
air, it expanded
in the direction
of flight until it
looked like an
egg. Striking a
steel plate, it expanded in the op,posite
direction
until it -had the
appeaxa,i;ice of a
coin . stuck on a
wall., -Tnen it -rebounded and bec~me again a
sphere.

I MAKE THE BCST QIOCOLATE BARS

Mints aod Chewlq g Gum . B e my agent.
Everyl.lod·y will buy from you . Write t llday.
Free Sam1>l es.
.

~ULTON GORDON
134 J11cksoll St., Clnclnru,.tl, Ohio

PERSONA

APPEARANCE

a.

now more
than eTer the
lll:e 7 · not e ot
8UUMil.

Bow.-

Lee ,red and
Knoek - Kneed
men and wom-

en, bo th 7oung
and old , wlll
b e glad to hear
that I ha T e
now r eady tor
market my· new
appll a n c e ,
which wlll successfully straighten within
a sh o r t time bow-leggedness and knockkneP<t leg-a, safe ly , quick-I:,- and permanentl y, w ithout pa in, opera tion- or dlscon'ilort. Will not interfe r e wlt11 y our . dally
work, being worn at night. My n ew "Llm Stralgbtuer," Model 18, U .. S. P a-ten t , is easy
to adjust; Its 1·esnl t will ijave you soon from
further humili a tion , and impro-ve your p e r aonaJ appearance 100 p er cerit.
.'
Write t od ay t o r my free rop:rrlgh ted ph ys,
loloelc al and ann to m k al book whi ch t ell s
you bow to correc t bow and knock -kneed
lees withou t any obll&<atlon on your part.
Enclose a dime for posta g e.
!II. TRILETY, S PJW IALIST
997 L. A.&ermall Bulldini;, BillC-bamton, N. Y .

For that Jolly
·

. Beach Party

Pack your week-end bag, say goodbye to the :_
hot, noisy city and set out for a day or two
of real fun and healthy sport at the lake or
sea. And don't forget to take along your pocket ·orchestra so there'll be plenty of good
music for those who want to dance. H you
want to be the hit of the party, be- ready
with_a Hohner Harmonica• ·
,

The World's Best

There's no.thing like good music for happiness and there's notliing like a H ohner for
good music. Hohner Harmonicas are true in
tone, accurate in pitch and perfect in workmanship. Get a Hohner Harmonica today
and play it .tonight. 50¢ up at all dealers.
Ask for the Free Instruction Book; If your
dealer Is out of copies, write M. Hohner, Inc:,
Dept. 156 New York City.

I

.

PIMPLES

, _ Sida C.. le Qaloldr Cleared of Plmplea, Blackhead..
.Acne Eruption• on the face er body, Barbera It.ch.
Bczema. Enlarired Perea and Olly or Shiny Skin,

~E
.&'--..:.
min

Write tod•l' for my l'IIIEII BOOKun:f
"A Cl.a&11•To1<• 811:11<.''-telliq bow
earedmpelf afterbeln&' dlleted16,....._

a.&.QWENS.1N Cblaloal ........•••CltJ,,Mo.
or -y l'tYllll Tntatmont
mailed on trial. State which
)oo want~ If 1t eur~a eend SI;
if not, don't. Write today,
- • • K. STl;IIILINII,, 844 Ohle A ..... SIDNIIY. 0.

ASTHMA

WILD WEST WEEKLY
- - LA~'E ST l88UEI !! - -··

1101 Yonng '\Vll,l ·west Trimm ing thP
Tou1s bs; or, Making Music for a Dance .
1102 " R:mdl t Shake -Up;
or, Arlett a's Darin g Decep tion.
·
1103 " Re,l Hot Fight ; or, Tlle
Bldalg o' s HIil den
flaunt .
1104 " Lariat Swing ; or, Arlett a
and The Broke n
Bridge .
· -•1105 " an<l tlle Red Skin· Rond Age11
ts; or, Troub le
At t11e Doubl e Six Ranch .
1106 " Shoot ing for His Life ; or, Arlct;t
a's Able Assls1107 " a:~~;,° 8-Carn t Dan"; or, Th e·
Dandy Bad Ma n of
Gilt F:dge.
1108 " Drf,•in g His Enem ies; or,
Arle tta and the
Death Cave.
F o r sale by a.11 newsd eo.lers . or will
dr,.ss on receip t of prl'\e-• 7c. per copy,be st"nt to any 1ulIn money or pos. age stamp s.
•
1
THE FOLL OWIN G NUMB ERS PRICE
8 CENT S
1100 " Hunti ng for Grizzl ies; or, a
Lively

1110

"

1111 "
1112 "
1113

•

••

1114 "
J111'.I "

1116

"

1117

"

1118

"

lllV

"

1120

"

1121
1122

"
"

1123 "
1124 "

112.~

"

1126 "
1127

"

1128 "
J12!l

u

1rno "
1rn1

•1:12

"

"

J1:t3

"

ll34

"

•rime In the
Rocki es.
Traili ng the R ed s kins; or, Ariett a and
th e Ab·
du cted Olrl
Again st Odds ; or, The Shot That Won
the
Fight .
Stopp ing a Round Up; or, Ariett a
and
the
Rancl1 ero. .
a n<l thP. Lasso Throw er; or, the Hard
Ga.ng
of Rla r k R avine.
i;lcnten rerl to Di e ; or, Arlett a and tnP Vigila
ntes.
and '"f'rl r ky 'J'oey" ; o r, Th e Rough est
Grea ~e r
in Arizon a.
E~c-ap ln g n Cr oss Fire ; or, .Arletta .
a nd the
Fla;:- or 'l'rn ce.
S"v ing tlle Ma il Coach ; or, 'J'llP Hoss
ot tbe
Mo unt ain .·
G;i ll oiJ for Gold ; or, Arle tta and t
h
e
Mine
Own er :
" Hn s tlng" tlle Bucke rs; or, tlle Cowbo
y
W no
"Touc he,1 Leath er '·'
R escuin g His Sw cethen rt ; or, 'rhe Best
Shot
of
All.
F oiJing th e Raidn s: or, Takin g n Long
Chan
ce.
Co l"l'allln g tlie Creek s ! or, Ariett a and
thP R edskin Round up.
,v" rning: or ,1' h e fl<>crrt R a nd ot th e
After Big Gnme; or, Arlett a a.nd the nnlrh .
Hunte r 's
t' l;,~,~~'lwee p : or, The R e form a tion ot
R eckl ess
Hoodo o Claim ; or, Arl etta and thp K e g
of Nngge ts.
nn<l "Cinn amon H a nk"; or, The Grudg
e of the
nil a mant.
s ,-,-imrn ·,l"P witl1 Rionx : or , Arlett a
ancl
t he
R Puegai le .
.
d
-R,, (• ln1! the f"o whoy s; or,
Snving n Doon1 e
R/;~~; ;'°Pa nout ; 01·, Ar.\et ta m1<l t h e Los
t ProsSs~~~ ; ~~•-Hnn d r P/1 Thon snn ll : or , T'h e !'\hot
'J'bnt
f:toppe o tb P •rraln .
F a ll H oun rl l"p : or. Arie t t a • ncl tJ1p
Rustl
Pr~.
OYPr th p Ri o Grunil P: or . •rh p Il
nn t f or th e
st
,. ;;,\":~ i e R~kd skln Rp y; or , Ari ett n's
Clev e r
D PC OY

m~i'l'rire

.

HARRY E. WOLFF·, Publi!•her, Inc.
166 West 23d Stree t
New York City

SCENARIOS

HOW TO
WRITE THEM

Prlce SIi Cents Per Copy
This book contai ns all tlle most recent
chang es
the
metho
d of constr uction ·and submi.ssion
1s~enar
ol
tos. Sixty Lesson s,
ng every phase or
scenar io . writin g. For sale coveri
b:v
all
Newsd
ealers
a
nd
Books tores If yon canno t procu re ft
copy , send ns
the price, 35 cents, in money
postag r stamp s, ao<l
we will mail you one, posta i eorfree
. Addre ss.

l_ _:L:,:.._s:.,e_n_,._,_""_"_•_2_1_o_s_e..-_.,_n_th_-'-,_
... .,_._•_N_•_w_-v_0_•_k_._N
_._

OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS

Usefu l, Instru ctive~ and Amus ing. They
contain
Valuable Information on Almost
·
Every Subj ect.
No. 1.

NAPO LEON 'S

No. r,.

HOW

0-aAC

ULUb i AND DREA M
BOOK .-Con tainin g the gr<•at orncle
nlso the true meani ng of almos t anyof human destin y;
t ogethe r with charm s, ce r e monie s, and kind . ot dream s,
curiou s games or
card.s.
No. 2. HOW T() DO 'l'RlC KS.-T l1e
great hook of
mng lc and cllrd trirks , cont»i ning fnll
tl1e leadin g cm·(l tri cks of th~ day , al s o instru ction on all
the
magi cal muslo ns ' as pe rform ed hy our most popul ar
lendin g magic ians; evPry hoy Hbouli l ohtaln
a copy of this book.
')lo. S. HOW TO FLIR T.-'rh e
nrts nnc! wilps oF flirtation nre full )' " " plnin<><l hY this lltth•
hool<. BPsicl es tbe
variou s, m et hods o f handk
f, fun . glov<>. paraso l,
winclo w an,l bnt flirta tion , Prchle
it
contai
ns
a f nl! list of the
Innj?'na g-c :ind · s£1ntim fl'nt of
fl ow prs.

TO llfAKE
.-A compl !'te guide to
Jove; courts hip and nrnrrlni,OVE
ge,
senslh le ailvlce ,
rul es nnd Ptif]n PttP to hp ohsnvgiving
rd.
and i nteres tu1i. thing • not g en,,ral ly with many curiou s
known .
No. 7. HOW TO KEEP BIRU S.-Rn
trated noel contai ning t111l lnstr,w tlons ndsom rlv lllustor the manag e•
m e nt al)d traini ng of the cnnnry
hl AC'k b lrd. parorp 1Pt , parrot . Pi e., mnckl ngblrd , boboll nk,
No. 8. HffW TO HECO ME A scrEN
n111l i nstruc ti ve · liook. µ:lvlng a complTIST.- .A nReful
dP treRtts e on
r he- mjRtry ; al Ro P~ pe rimPn ts In a eou~ti
mathe mntkR. <' hrm istry , and direct ions cs, n1e~ba ntcs,
for makin g !Ire•
work s, c olorecl fires . and ga s halloo
us. 'J'bis book cann ot h e · e qnal<'n .
No. 9. HOW TO BECO llrE A VENT
RILO QU I ST.By Rnrr y K ennPd y. };]very lntelllg
boy rea<lin g this
ho ok or lnsf ructio ns can mn ~ter thep11t
art,
and
creatp an::r
nmonn t of fun for h1mRe
es t bo ok cvPr pnhlis bed. lf and friend s . It ls the great• .
No. 10. now TO BOX.- '.l'l1c- art of self-de
ensy .
Contu jnlng over thirty !llnstr ations fense made
or guard s
hlows nucl the differe nt positio
of n good boxer:
FJvpry hoy should obtain one ofnsthese
n sPful and inst rn c tlve books, a s it will t ea ch you
bow to box with011 t n n inf!tru ctor.
No. l) . HOW TO WRI'l; 'E J, OVE- LETT
ERS.- A most
compl e t.- little hook, contai ning
direct ion s for writ·
In<! love -lettn s, ancl wb en to n setun
them,
giving
specim en
l t>tf Pr s for vonnll ' :,prl old .
N p. 13. HOW TO DO IT; QR. BOOK
OF
ETIQFET TE.- Tt IA n great lite S<>cret, and
~•onng m an d es ires to know all about one that Pver:,
.
Tber!'
's
bappl
·
ness in it.
No. 16. HOW TO KEEP A
OW'- GARD EN.Conta ining full instru ction s for WIND
nct!ng n windo w
gnr<le n dthe r in town or countr y, constr
and the most approv f'd
m e thods for raJsln g bennti ful !lower
m os t compl Pte hook of th P kind e ve r s a1, borne. The
pubUs bPd.
No. n . HOW TO DRES S.-Co ntalnl
ng f\ll! Instru ction in tbP art o r dressi ng and
appea
rJng
well at home
nno abroad . givjng tlw se lection s of
colors . m a terial,
And how t'l hnv p tl •e m mart e np .
No. 18. HOW TO BECO ~IE BEAU TIFU
L.-On e of the
brlgllt es t anc1 mo s t valuab l r litt
le books eve r given to
th e world. J,'J vr.ry hody wishes
to k11ow how to becom e
b eauftf ul , b oth mnle and f emal e.
The sec re t Is simple ,
anil a lmos t costJp ss. •
No. 20. now TO ENTE RTAI N
AN EVEN ING
PAltT Y .-A compl et~ compe ndlmu
of g a mes , sports ,
•~a rd div 0r sion s ., Pom1c reclta tlons,
etc.,
s
ultahlp for parlor or drawin11; -room r nterta
.-nt. It contal ns· more
f or th e money tllnn anv hook lnm
publis hed.
Nq. 22. HOW TO DO SECO ND S IGH'l
'.-Hel ler's second 8ight explai n ed by ti is
form
a s sistan t, Fred Runt,
.Jr. F.xpln lning h ow the serrete rdislog
on h r tw r en th P m s gl<'inn snrl the boy ues were carrie d
on the stage; also
g J,-in g a ll tl1e ro'1es nnd slgn1tl s.
No. 23. HOW TO EXPL AIN DREA J\lS.Th!s little
hook glves I he <>xpla nntlon to all kinds
or dream s, to•
g eth er with ln<'kv and unlu cky clays.
No. 2R. HOW · To TELL FORT UNRS
.- F:very one ta
d esirou s of knowi ng wl)at Ms
life will bring forth.
wheth er happin es s or '·mlsPr Y, tutnre
wealth
or
pl>vert y. You
can tell hy a glance at this littl e hook.
Buy one and be
co nvincr.d.

For sn le bv all newsd eal <'rs, o-,: WI.II be
to ant
add res·s on recept ot price. 10c. persent
copy,
In money or stamp s, by

HARRY E. WOLFF, Pu_blisher, Inc.

Y_._, . 166 West 23d Stree t

New York Citz

